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Foreword
It is my pleasure to present to you the fifth issue of the cohort studies for the university sector:
2000 to 2017 First Time Entering Undergraduate Cohort Studies for Public higher Education
Institutions. The previous similar reports published by the Department of Higher Education
and Training can be found on the department’s website at www.dhet.gov.za
The report provides a national study of the dropout and throughput rates of the sector and
serves as an important resource for the Department in terms of its monitoring and evaluation
functions. This report enables the Department to understand the dropout and throughput rates
across universities, as one set of data analytics, to assist it in determining interventions to
improve success of students at universities.
When looking at the various tables across timelines it is clear that there has been an
improvement in the throughput rate. The national cohort study, which includes all qualification
types, has been disaggregated down to contact and distance mode of tuition. In addition each
of the 3 qualifications types; 3 year diplomas, 3 year degrees and 4 (or more) year degrees
have been disaggregated down to contact and distance mode of tuition. This disaggregation
makes visible some nuanced patterns and highlights areas that must be addressed.
Specifically the department is concerned about the poor throughput rates of the diploma
students and students who have studied through the distance mode of tuition.
The report also disaggregates the studies according to population group and gender, with
female students outperforming their male counterparts in virtually all the cohort studies. The
Department is concerned about differentiated success across various population groups, in
particular that of the African and Coloured students. All institutions need to invest in data
analytics to better understand their student dropout and throughput rates by population group
and gender and to identify productive interventions to improve the efficiency of the higher
education system.
This year a study of the students enrolled on qualifications approved for foundation
provisioning has been included in this report.
I am pleased to see how the NSFAS funding for poor students has influenced their throughput
rate, with the NSFAS cohort study reflecting that their performance is significantly better than
that of the national cohort which includes all students.
The Department has decided to hold a national seminar on the cohort studies in 2020, to
discuss the findings and to engage institutions on ways in which these, together with their own
studies, can be utilised to develop evidence based solutions for improving student success.
The Department will update this report annually and will aim to include more disaggregation
in the report such as that of contact and distance mode of tuition.

Mr GF Qonde
Director-General: Department of Higher Education and Training
Pretoria, South Africa
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1. 2000 to 2017 FIRST TIME ENTERING COHORT STUDIES
1.1. Introduction
During the period 1986 to 1998 the former Department of Education collected data on student
enrolments, graduates and full time equivalents from the public higher education institutions
in the form of aggregated tables known as the South African Post-Secondary Education
(SAPSE) system. The shortcomings and limitations of the SAPSE system were identified in
a review undertaken in May 1998. One of the major problems identified in that review was the
difficulty experienced when accessing and manipulating the SAPSE data.1
In 2000 the new Higher Education Management Information system (HEMIS) was introduced.
A benefit of the new system is the Department’s ability to undertake more flexible analysis of
the data.2
The White Paper for Post School Education and Training states “improvement of
undergraduate throughput rates is a key strategy for increasing graduate outputs, for providing
the skills needed by the economy, and for ensuring that larger numbers of students are
available for postgraduate study”.3
Following the publication of the White Paper, the Department made a decision to undertake
cohort studies that will be updated on an annual basis to track the throughput rates of
university students. These cohort studies will enable the Department to monitor the
performance third in a series of annual cohort studies that will be published on the
Department’s website. The focus here is on the 2000 to 2017 first time entering cohorts of
South African students into undergraduate degrees and diplomas. The data presented
enables a comparison of contact and distance education dropouts and throughputs, as well
as comparisons by gender and population group.

1.2. HEMIS Data Collection
HEMIS collects unit record data rather than aggregated or tabular data. Universities are
required to submit audited data to the Department in a specified format by the 31st July each
year for the prior academic year. This enables universities to identify all their graduates for
the prior year having completing their final examinations and where applicable supplementary
examinations and to audit their data before submission to the Department. The data submitted
to the Department are a subset of the data from the universities’ production database.
The Department has provided the universities with PC software which enables them to validate
their data and correct critical errors prior to submitting to the Department. The Universities
are required to have their data audited by their external auditors before submitting to the
Department at the 31st July each year. Once the department receives the final audited data,
further validations and checks are undertaken before aggregated tables data are published.

1

A new higher education statistical reporting system for staff and students – a concept paper, Department of Education, March 1999. p. 3

2

A new higher education statistical reporting system for staff and students – a concept paper, Department of Education, March 1999. P. 8

3

DHET (2013) White Paper for Post-Education and Training: Building an expanded, effective and integrated post-school system. Pretoria:
Department of Higher Education and Training p. 33
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1.3. Methodology
Cohort studies are the study of first time entering undergraduate students, who are tracked
over a 10 year period to determine the percentage of students that have dropped out from
their studies or who have completed their studies. The purpose of extending the study over a
10 year period is to take cognisance of the distance education method of educational
provisioning.
Records are extracted from the HEMIS database for the base year data and filtered to only
render the first-time entering undergraduate students. This includes students enrolled for three
and four year undergraduate programmes. Only South African citizens are tracked, all the
records containing non-valid South African National Identity numbers are removed from the
dataset. The South African Identity number is used to track the progress of students.
The data for the base year consist of data fields for race, gender, field of study, graduation
status, qualification type and the South African Identity number. Subsequent years do not
need all these fields and only includes graduation status, qualification type and South African
Identity number. It is assumed that the other fields remain the same throughout the study.
The second level of data cleaning is eliminating duplicate South African Identity numbers. The
records are evaluated according to the following logic;




The graduation status reflects a finish within the logical period of three years or four
years depending upon the qualification type, not earlier. An earlier finish indicates a
non-first-time entering student that was wrongfully enrolled as a first-time entering
student and the record is removed from the tracking process.
Where there are multiple fields of study, one is selected by choice should both records
seem legitimate.

The third level of data cleaning looks at the multiple graduation status. Records are cleaned
by removing the graduations after the first graduation status. This is to eliminate multiple
graduation counts and false dropout counts.
The dataset is now ready for the calculations to be done. The calculations are done for all
qualification types combined (three and four year qualifications) first and then it is done for the
three and four year qualifications separately.
Dropouts are calculated by counting all the blank fields from one year in the table. Blank fields
represent no student record and are regarded as a dropout. The total number of graduates in
prior years has to be subtracted from this total to get the final dropout number. The difference
between the sum of dropouts + graduates will be students who are still studying.
If a student drops out from one university and enters another institution then the student is not
treated as a dropout. A student who changes courses is not treated as a dropout and a student
who dropouts and returns at a later stage is accounted for in the study, and is not counted as
a dropout.
The study on the students who were enrolled on qualifications approved for Foundation
Provisioning are tracked irrespective if they moved on to a mainstream programme.

14

For the National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS) cohort study, data from NSFAS are
matched with the filtered HEMIS data following the same criteria as with the mainstream
cohort. The year in which the student received the loan does not influence the cohort, neither
the number of years the student received a loan. All first time entering undergraduate students,
who received a loan during their studies, are tracked, irrespective of the loan year or number
of years.
During 2003 to 2005 the public higher education landscape underwent a transformation with
the merger of a number of institutions taking place. During this process the number of public
higher education institutions decreased to 23. At this time there were instances where course
codes and entrance categories were changed and South African Identity numbers were not
useable. In this study these records were taken out of the equation.
In 2013, two new universities, Sol Plaatje University (SPU) in the Northern Cape Province and
the University of Mpumalanga (UMP) in Mpumalanga Province, were established as
comprehensive universities with their first intake of students in 2014. A third comprehensive
university, Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University (SMU) was established in 2014, and
opened its doors in 2015 to its first cohort of students. The MEDUNSA campus of the
University of Limpopo was incorporated into SMU. The first cohorts of SPU and UMP are
included in the 2014 first time entering cohorts and the first cohorts of SMU are included in
the 2015 first time entering cohorts.

1.4. Cohort Studies covered in this report
This report covers the 2000 to 2017 national undergraduate cohort studies for public higher
education institutions. Section 2 presents the national cohort studies for all undergraduate
diplomas and degrees, and then disaggregates these to enable a comparison between
dropouts and throughputs for contact and distance tuition. Section 3 of the report considers
the national cohort studies for 3 year diplomas, combining contact and distance tuition, and
then disaggregating by gender and population group. Section 4 of the report considers the
national cohort studies for 3 year degrees, combining contact and distance tuition, and then
disaggregating by gender and population group. Section 5 of the report considers the national
cohort studies for 4 year (or more) degrees, also combining contact and distance tuition, and
then disaggregating by gender and population group. Section 6 considers the national cohort
studies for specific qualifications, such as the MBChB for medical doctors, as well as major
fields of study. Section 7 considers the national cohort studies for students who were
registered on qualifications approved for foundation provisioning. Section 8 considers the
national cohort studies for students who have received NSFAS funding. The final section
provides an overview analysis of the cohort data presented and concludes the report.
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2. NATIONAL COHORT STUDIES FOR ALL
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS IN
CONTACT AND DISTANCE MODE

2.1. Introduction
This section provides an overview of the cumulative national dropout and throughput for the
cohorts entering into undergraduate diplomas and degrees from 2000 to 2017. These include
3 year diplomas and degrees, 4 year degrees as well as any undergraduate degrees such as
the MBChB which normally take up to 6 years to complete. This includes all diplomas and
degrees offered in contact and distance mode. Using the methodology described in the first
section of the report, all first time entering South African undergraduate diploma and degree
students entering in the years from 2000 through to 2017 are tracked. The numbers of first
time entering students are first presented, followed by cohort tables showing the combined
overall dropouts and graduates for the cohorts covered. These are then disaggregated into
contact and distance mode.

2.2. First time entering numbers
Table 1 on the next page reflects the actual number of first time entering (FTEN)
undergraduate South African students tracked in the national cohort studies. It can be seen
that the number of FTEN students increased from 98 095 in 2000 to 150 768 in 2017.
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Table 1: Total first time entering undergraduate numbers
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2.3. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate
degrees and diplomas
Table 2 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 to 6 year undergraduate qualifications for contact and distance
tuition.
Table 2: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 to 6 year undergraduate
qualifications
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 2 includes both contact and distance mode of tuition. It should be noted that students
undertaking their tuition by distance mode will take longer to complete their qualifications as
they do not normally take a full course load each year. It is for this reason that 10 years of
data is required to get an accurate picture of the throughput of a cohort.
In the section of Table 2 that shows dropouts (%), it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 31.5%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 47.1% of this cohort had dropped out.
For the 2009 first time entering cohort the dropout rate after the first year of study has improved
with 21.1% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out from their studies after the first
year and by 2018 (year 10) 31.3% of this cohort had dropped out.
The throughput rate (% of graduates) after 10 years for the 2000 and 2009 first time entering
cohort has improved from 45.9% to 61.1%. The difference between the dropouts and
graduates in year 10 could be students still in progress but this cannot be determined until the
2019 audited data from universities are available.

2.4. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate
degrees and diplomas through contact mode
Table 3 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 to 6 year undergraduate qualifications by contact tuition.
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Table 3: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 to 6 year undergraduate
qualifications in contact tuition

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 3 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 23.6%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
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(year 10) 42.0% of the cohort had dropped out. In comparison the 2009 first time entering
cohort saw an improvement in the dropout rate with 17.4% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study and 28.2% having dropped out after year 10.
This however is a slight increase in the dropout rate of the 2008 first time entering cohort.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been a decrease in the
throughput rate after year 3 between the 2000 and 2009 cohorts; from 18.8% to 17.5%.
Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of 3 and 4 years
and that the MBChB for medical doctors has a duration of 6 years it is noted there has been
substantial improvement in the throughput rate from 49.3 % of the 2000 cohort graduating
after year 6 to 60.7% and 66.5% of the 2009 and 2013 cohorts respectively graduating after
year 6.

2.5. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate
degrees and diplomas through distance mode
Table 4 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 to 6 year undergraduate qualifications by distance tuition.
Table 4: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 to 6 year undergraduate
qualifications in distance tuition
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 7 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 56.8%
of the cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 80.1% of the
cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort it can be seen that the dropout
rate after the first year of study has improved from 56.8% for the 2000 cohort to 35.9% and
from 80.1% to 62.7% after year 10. However, there are fluctuations in the dropout rate over
the period 2000 to 2006 and the reason therefore requires further investigation.
In the section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that the throughput rate in year 3
is 3.2% for the 2000 cohort and this dropped to 2.1% for the 2009 first time entering cohort.
However, as this study is for the distance mode of tuition a longer period of time is required
for tracking the students, preferably a minimum of 8 years of data. Over a 10 year period the
graduation rate has shown an improvement from 11.6% for the 2000 cohort to 26.7% for the
2009 cohort.

2.6. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate 3
year diplomas through contact mode
Table 5 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 undergraduate diplomas by contact tuition.
Table 5: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate 3 year diploma
qualifications in contact tuition
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 4 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 27.5%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 46.1% of the cohort had dropped out. In comparison the 2009 first time entering
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cohort saw an improvement in the dropout rate with 19.6% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study and 27.3% having dropped out after year 10.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2000 and 2009 cohorts; from
16.8% to 19.0%. There has been substantial improvement in the throughput rate from 38.9%
of the 2000 cohort graduating after year 6 to 53.8% and 61.0% of the 2009 and 2013 cohorts
respectively graduating after year 6.

2.7. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate 3
year diplomas through distance mode
Table 6 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 year undergraduate diplomas by distance tuition.
Table 6: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas in
distance tuition
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 8 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 70.5%
of the cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 80.7% of the
cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort it can be seen that the dropout
rate after the first year of study has improved from 70.5% for the 2000 cohort to 43.7% and
from 80.7% to 65.2% after year 10. However, over the period 2000 to 2005 the dropout rate
does fluctuate and the reason therefore requires further investigation.
In the section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that the throughput rate in year 3
is 3.3% for the 2000 cohort and this declined to 2.0% for the 2009 first time entering cohort.
However, as this study is for the distance mode of tuition a longer period of time is required
for tracking the students, preferably a minimum of 8 years of data. Over a 10 year period the
graduation rate has shown a significant improvement from 11.1% for the 2000 cohort to 24.3%
for the 2009 cohort.
In conclusion it is noted that the throughput of students undertaking diplomas through contact
mode is significantly better than their counterparts undertaking their studies through distance
mode of tuition. Some diplomas notably engineering, require intensive practical experience
and work integrated and the question then needs to be asked whether this has any impact on
the throughputs for distance education.

2.8. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate 3
year degrees through contact mode
Table 7 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 year undergraduate degrees by contact tuition.
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Table 7: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate 3 year degree
qualifications in contact tuition

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 5 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 19.7%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 29.6% of the cohort had dropped out. In comparison the 2009 first time entering
cohort saw an improvement in the dropout rate with 16.5% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study and 21.7% having dropped out after year 10.
This is however an increase in the dropout rate over the 2008 cohort where the dropout rate
after the first year of study and by year 10 was 13.1% and 19.4 respectively. This increase in
the dropout rate will require further investigation.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been no improvement
in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2000 and 2009 cohorts; from 25.7% to 25.0%.
There has been substantial improvement in the throughput rate from 60.1 % of the 2000 cohort
graduating after year 6 to 64.7% for the 2009 cohort and 69.0% for the 2013 cohorts
graduating after year 6. As with the dropouts for 2009 the decrease in the throughput rate
between the 2008 and 2009 cohorts requires further investigation.

2.9. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate 3
year degrees through distance mode
Table 8 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 year undergraduate degrees by distance tuition.
Table 8: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees in
distance tuition
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 9 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 36.0%
of the cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 64.8% of the
cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort it can be seen that the dropout
rate after the first year of study has decreased from 36.0% for the 2000 cohort to 29.3% and
from 64.8% to 56.9% after year 10.
In the section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that the throughput rate in year 3
is 3.4% for the 2000 cohort and this decreased to 2.8% for the 2009 first time entering cohort.
However, as this study is for the distance mode of tuition a longer period of time is required
for tracking the students, preferably a minimum of 8 years of data. Over a 10 year period the
graduation rate has shown an improvement from 22.7% for the 2000 cohort to 30.5% for the
2009 cohort.
The throughput of the students undertaking their 3 year undergraduate degrees through
distance education, although better, is not much different from that of the 3 year diplomas.
Again it is significantly lower than that of the students undertaking their studies through the
contact mode of tuition.

2.10. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate 4
or more year degrees through contact mode
Table 9 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 4 or more year undergraduate qualifications by contact tuition.
Table 9: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 or more year undergraduate
degree qualifications in contact tuition
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 6 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 21.0%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 33.8% of the cohort had dropped out. In comparison the 2009 first time entering
cohort saw an improvement in the dropout rate with 12.8% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study and 18.7% having dropped out after year 10.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate after year 4 between the 2000 and 2009 cohorts; from 33.3% to 40.7%.
There has been substantial improvement in the throughput rate from 52.5% of the 2000 cohort
graduating after year 6 to 67.5% and 71.4% of the 2009 and 2013 cohorts respectively,
graduating after year. After year 10 the throughput rate improved from 60.3% for the 2000
cohort to 76.6% for the 2009 cohort. As for the 3 year degree the increase in the dropouts
and the decrease in the throughputs between 2008 and 2009 requires further investigation.

2.11. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate 4
or more year degrees through distance mode
Table 10 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 4 or more year undergraduate degrees by distance tuition.
Table 10: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 or more year undergraduate
degrees in distance tuition
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 10 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 35.9%
of the cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 71.5% of the
cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort it can be seen that the dropout
rate after the first year of study has decreased to 31.3% and has significantly improved from
71.5% to 47.4% after year 10.
In the section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that the throughput rate in year 4
is 11.8% for the 2000 cohort and this decreased to 7.4% for the 2009 first time entering cohort.
However, as this study is for the distance mode of tuition a longer period of time is required
for tracking the students, preferably a minimum of 8 years of data. Over a 10 year period the
graduation rate has shown a significant improvement from 22.4% for the 2000 cohort to 42.8%
for the 2009 cohort.
The throughput rate for the students undertaking their studies through contact mode is
significantly higher than that of students undertaking their studies through the distance mode
of study. Even though the throughput of the students undertaking a 4 year undergraduate
degree is better than that of the students undertaking a 3 year diploma or a 3 year degree, the
throughput is still less than 50%.

2.12. Conclusion
The cohort studies presented above provide a holistic national picture of all undergraduate
dropouts and throughputs for the 2000 to 2017 cohorts of South African Students in the public
higher education system. While there has been a general improvement in the throughput rates
when comparing the 2000 cohort to the 2009 (where ten years of data is available) and the
2012 cohort where only 7 years of data is available, the overall throughput remains low with
61.1% of the 2009 cohort graduating after 10 years and 56.4% of the 2012 cohort graduating
after 7 years. This means that just under half of the young people who enter undergraduate
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degrees (in either contact or distance mode of tuition) never graduate. This is a major
challenge for the system as it not only is costly in monetary terms, with the huge investment
in subsidies that do not result in graduates, but also in human terms as these young people
leave the system without qualifications.
In comparing the dropouts and throughputs between contact and distance modes of tuition, a
stark difference is noted. Students studying through distance tuition have a very low
throughput rate over 10 years of study.
17.5% of students entering in the 2009 cohort in contact mode had graduated after 3 years of
study, 60.7% after 6 years4 of study, and 68.7% after 10 years of study. In comparison 16.3%
of students entering in the 2009 cohort in distance mode had graduated after 6 years of study,
and 26.7% after 10 years of study.
In comparing the dropouts and throughputs between contact and distance modes of tuition of
students in the 3 year diplomas, a stark difference is noted. Students studying through
distance tuition have a very low throughput rate over 10 years of study.
19.0% of students entering in the 2009 cohort in contact mode had graduated after 3 years of
study, 53.8% after 6 years5 of study, and 64.6% after 10 years of study. In comparison 14.9%
of students entering in the 2009 cohort in distance mode had graduated after 6 years of study,
and 24.3% after 10 years of study.
In comparing the dropouts and throughputs between contact and distance modes of tuition of
students in the 3 year degrees, a stark difference is noted. Students studying through distance
tuition have a very low throughput rate over 10 years of study.
25.0% of students entering in the 2009 cohort in contact mode had graduated after 3 years of
study, 64.7% after 6 years6 of study, and 72.6% after 10 years of study. In comparison 19.0%
of students entering in the 2009 cohort in distance mode had graduated after 6 years of study,
and 30.5% after 10 years of study.
In comparing the dropouts and throughputs between contact and distance modes of tuition of
students in the 4 year degrees, a stark difference is noted. Students studying through distance
tuition have a very low throughput rate over 10 years of study.
40.7% of students entering in the 2009 cohort in contact mode had graduated after 4 years of
study, 67.5% after 6 years7 of study, and 76.6% after 10 years of study. In comparison 25.4%
of students entering in the 2009 cohort in distance mode had graduated after 6 years of study,
and 42.8% after 10 years of study.

4

6 years is taken as a year of comparison since some qualifications such as the MBChB have a minimum study
period of 6 years.
5
6 years is taken as a year of comparison since some qualifications such as the MBChB have a minimum study
period of 6 years.
6
6 years is taken as a year of comparison since some qualifications such as the MBChB have a minimum study
period of 6 years.
7
6 years is taken as a year of comparison since some qualifications such as the MBChB have a minimum study
period of 6 years.
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It has been noted that there has been a decline in the throughput rates in the contact mode
for both the 3 year and 4 year undergraduate cohorts between 2008 and 2009. This requires
further investigation.
Further research and data analytics is required to better understand the factors influencing
these poor throughput rates. Effective interventions must be found to ensure that students
who gain access through distance mode are supported to enable a reasonable chance of
success, especially if distance education and open learning modes are to be used to increase
the growth of enrolments in higher education, as suggested in the 2013 White Paper.
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3. NATIONAL COHORT STUDIES FOR 3 YEAR DIPLOMAS
3.1. Introduction
This section provides an overview of the cumulative national dropout and throughput for the
cohorts entering into undergraduate 3 year diplomas from 2000 to 2017 in contact and
distance mode. Using the methodology described in the first section of the report, all first time
entering South African undergraduate diploma students entering in the years from 2000
through to 2017 are tracked. The numbers of first time entering students are first presented,
followed by cohort tables showing the combined overall dropouts and graduates for the
cohorts covered. These are then disaggregated according to gender and population group. In
all cases the tables show the combined contact and distance mode dropouts and graduates
(throughputs).

3.2. First time entering numbers for 3 year diplomas
Table 11 on the next page reflects the actual number of first time entering undergraduate
South African students used for the 3 year diplomas cohort studies. It can be seen that the
number of FTEN diploma students increased from 42 223 in 2000 to 47 983 in 2017.
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Table 11: First time entering numbers for 3 year undergraduate diplomas
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3.3. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for 3 year
undergraduate diplomas
Table 12 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact and
distance mode of tuition
Table 12: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 12 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 42.2%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 58.0% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort, the
dropout rate has improved with 24.7% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after
their first year of study and 35.2% after year 10.
The section of Table 12 showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort in the throughput rate in minimum time (3 years)
from 12.2% to 15.4% respectively. There has been a more significant improvement in the
throughput after year 5 from 25.4% to 39.2%, and after 10 years from 34.1% to 56.1%. More
encouraging is the improvement in throughput of the 2012 cohort, which shows a throughput
of 41.0% after 5 years and 51.3% after 7 years.

3.4. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for 3 year
undergraduate diplomas by gender
Table 13 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate female cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact
and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 13: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 13 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 39.4%
of the 2000 first time entering female cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and
by 2009 (year 10) 53.7% of the female cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering
female cohort the dropout rate has improved with 23.5% of the first time entering cohort having
dropped out after their first year of study and 31.8% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time (3 years) between the 2000 female cohort and the
2009 female cohort from 14.7% to 17.6% respectively and a more substantial improvement in
the throughput after year 5 from 29.5% to 42.7%, and after year 10 from 38.2% to 59.5%.
Table 14 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time
entering undergraduate male cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in the
contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 14: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 14 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 45.0%
of the 2000 first time entering male cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and
by 2009 (year 10) 62.3% of the male cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering
male cohort the dropout rate has improved with 25.9% of this cohort having dropped out after
their first year of study and 39.0% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 male cohort
from 9.6% to 13.1% respectively and that there has also been a substantial improvement in
the throughput after year 5 from 21.2% to 35.4%, and after year 10 from 30% to 52.5%.
It is noted that in all cohorts from 2000 through to 2009 female students have outperformed
male students.

3.5. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for 3 year
undergraduate diplomas by population group and gender
In this section the cohort tables are disaggregated by population group. For each population
group (South African black African, Coloured, Indian and White), the tables are further
disaggregated by gender.
Table 15 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for African students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3
years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 15: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
African students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 15 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 42.3%
of the 2000 first time entering African student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 58.9% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering cohort the dropout rate has improved with 24.4% of the cohort having dropped out
after their first year of study and 35.8% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009
cohort from 10.2% to 14.0% respectively but there has been a more substantial improvement
in the throughput after year 5 from 23.7% to 38.0%, and after year 10 from 32.7% to 55.1%.
The African cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 16 shows the dropout
and throughput rate for African female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact and
distance mode of tuition. Table 17 shows this information for African male students.
Table 16: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
African female students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 16 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 40.1%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 55.0% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate after the first year of study and year 10 there has been and improvement in the
dropout rate with 23.5% and 32.3% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out
respectively.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009
cohort from 12.0% to 15.5% respectively but there has been a more substantial improvement
in the throughput after year 5 from 27.3% to 41.2%, and after year 10 from 36.4% to 58.5%.
Table 17 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for African male students for the 2000
to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3
years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 17: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
African male students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 17 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 44.7%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 63.1% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has improved with 25.5% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after
their first year of study and 39.8% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009
cohort from 8.3% to 12.2% respectively but there has been a more substantial improvement
in the throughput after year 5 from 19.9% to 34.2%, while after year 10 it has improved from
28.6% to 51.0%.
Comparing Tables 16 and 17 it is clear that female students have outperformed male students
in every cohort from 2000 through to 2009.
Table 18 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3
years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 18: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Coloured students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 18 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 43.0%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 54.6% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has been seen a significant improvement with 27.5% of the first time entering
cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 37.1% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from
15.2% to 19.8% respectively, although this is a slight decrease from the 2008 cohort and that
there has also been a significant improvement in the throughput after year 5 from 29.0% to
42.1%, and after year 10 from 37.8% to 56.5%.
The cohort tables for Coloured students are further disaggregated by gender. Table 19 shows
the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time
entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact
and distance mode of tuition. Table 20 shows this information for Coloured male students.
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Table 19: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Coloured female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 19 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 38.0%
of the 2000 first time entering coloured female cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 49.1% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering coloured female cohort the dropout rate has improved with 25.3% of the first time
entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 34.4% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 coloured female cohort and the 2009
coloured female cohort from 20.5% to 24.6% respectively and with a significant improvement
in the throughput after year 5 from 34.7% to 46.1%, and after year 10 from 43.3% to 59.3%.
Table 20 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured male students for the
2000 to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration
of 3 years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 20: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Coloured male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 20 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 47.7%
of the 2000 first time entering coloured male cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 59.8% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering coloured male cohort there has been a significant improvement in the dropout rate
with 29.9% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study
and 40.1% after year 10, although this is a slight decrease from the 2008 cohort.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 coloured male cohort and the 2009
coloured male cohort from 10.4% to 14.6% respectively and similarly there has been a
significant improvement in the throughput after year 5 from 23.7% to 37.8%, and after year 10
from 32.8% to 53.5%.
Table 21 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for Indian students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3
years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 21: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Indian students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 21 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 41.1%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 62.3% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has shown substantial improvement with 25.8% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study and 26.4% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from
11.4% to 16.0% respectively but there has been a significant improvement in the throughput
after year 5 from 19.8% to 40.9%, and after year 10 from 29.2% to 65.1%.
It should be noted the reason for data not being available for 2001 and 2002 is that during this
period Technikon Natal and ML Sultan Technikon were in the process of merging. There are
inconsistencies in their datasets for these two years, and therefore the data are not usable.
The Department attempted to determine the cause of the data anomalies for these two
institutions but at this point in time the Durban University of Technology (DUT) is unable to
correct the historical data of Technikon Natal and ML Sultan Technikon. This however does
not have a significant impact on the overall dropout and throughput rates for the system.
The dropouts for the 2014 and 2015 cohorts are showing a decrease from year 3 to year 4
and for the 2014 cohort a further decrease from year 4 to year 5. This decrease needs to be
further investigated as the dropout rate is a cumulative calculation.
The cohort tables for Indian students are further disaggregated by gender. Table 22 shows
the dropout and throughput rate for Indian female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time
entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact
and distance mode of tuition. Table 23 shows this information for Indian male students.
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Table 22: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Indian female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 35.6%
of the 2000 first time entering Indian female cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 55.9% of the Indian female cohort had dropped out. For the 2009
first time entering Indian female cohort the dropout rate there has been a decrease in the
dropouts with 22.6% of the first time entering Indian female cohort having dropped out after
their first year of study and a significant improvement on the 2000 cohort after year 10 with
20.5% of the Indian female cohort having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a significant
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Indian female Indian
female cohort and the 2009 cohort from 18.6% to 24.5% respectively and after year 5 from
42.5% to 48.8%, and after year 10 from 60.1% to 71.0% respectively.
It is noted that the performance of Indian female students is markedly better than that of African
and Coloured female students, as well as above that of all Indian students.
Table 23 shows the dropout and throughput rate for Indian male students for the 2000 to 2017
first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in
the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 23: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Indian male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 45.0%
of the 2000 first time entering Indian male cohort had dropped out after their first year of study
and by 2009 (year 10) 66.9% of the Indian male cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering Indian male cohort the dropout rate has shown substantial improvement with
28.1% of the first time entering Indian male cohort having dropped out their first year of study
and 30.6% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Indian male cohort and the 2009
Indian male cohort from 6.2% to 9.9% respectively but there has been a more substantial
improvement in the throughput after year 5 from 14.0% to 35.3%, and after year 10 from 24.5%
to 60.8%.
It is noted that the throughput of Indian male students in all cohorts from 2000 to 2009 is
significantly lower than that of Indian female students.
Table 24 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for White students for the 2000 to 2017
first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in
the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 24: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
White students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 41.4%
of the 2000 first time entering White student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 53.5% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering White student cohort the dropout rate has shown a significant improvement with
24.1% of the first time entering White student cohort having dropped out after their first year
of study and 31.4% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from
22.5% to 26.9% respectively and there has been a more significant improvement in the
throughput after year 5 from 34.9% to 49.3%, and after year 10 from 41.9% to 63.9%.
The dropouts for the 2014 and 2015 cohorts are showing a decrease from year 3 to year 4
and needs to be further investigated as the dropout rate is a cumulative calculation.
The cohort tables for White students are further disaggregated by gender. Table 25 shows the
dropout and throughput rate for White female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact and
distance mode of tuition. Table 26 shows this information for White male students.
Table 25: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
White female students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 36.4%
of the 2000 first time entering White female cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 46.1% of the White female cohort had dropped out. For the 2009
first time entering White female cohort the dropout rate has decreased to 21.2% of the first
time entering White female cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 26.5%
after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 White female cohort and the 2009
White female cohort from 30.9% to 37.0% respectively and there has also been an
improvement in the throughput after year 5 from 50.4% to 58.1%, and after year 10 from 58.9%
to 69.7%.
Table 26 shows the dropout and throughput rate for White male students for the 2000 to 2017
first time entering undergraduate cohorts for diplomas with a minimum duration of 3 years in
the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 26: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
White male students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 44.9%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 58.7% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has shown significant improvement with 25.9% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study and 34.5% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from
16.6% to 20.5% respectively but there has been a more significant improvement in the
throughput after year 5 from 28.6% to 43.6%, and a further improvement after year 10 from
36.8% to 60.2%.
It is noted that the throughput rate of White male students in all cohorts from 2000 through to
2009 is significantly lower than their female counterparts, except in the 2006 cohort where
there was a dip in the throughput rate.

3.6. Conclusion
The cohort tables for the 3 year diploma students show a slight improvement to the throughput
in minimum time from 12.2% for the 2000 cohort to 14.9% for the 2007 cohort, dipping slightly
to 13.7% in 2008 and increasing to 15.4% for the 2009 cohort. This is a very poor minimum
throughput, although as these figures include distance education enrolments, at least 6 years
of data should be considered. It is noted that there is a significant improvement across the
cohorts after year 6, from 28.2% for the 2000 cohort to 38.2% for the 2007 cohort to 46.4% for
the 2011 cohort and 54.8% for the 2013 cohort. The overall throughput rate remained low with
less than 50% of students having graduated by year 10 for the 2000 to 2008 cohorts for which
10 years of data is available. However, for the 2009 cohort where 10 years of data are also
available the throughput rate has exceeded 50% and is at 56.1% after year 10.
When considering the data by gender it is noted that in general females outperform males in
the 3 year diploma qualification. 14.7 % of the 2000 female cohort graduated in minimum time,
with 32.4% having graduated by year 6 and 38.2% by year 10, compared to 9.6% of the 2000
male cohort by year 3, 24.0% by year 6 and 30% by year 10. In the 2009 female cohort, this
had improved to 17.6% by year 3, 48.9% by year 6 and 59.5% by year 10, compared to 13.1%
of the 2008 male cohort by year 3, 42.1% by year 6 and 52.5% by year 10.
In disaggregating the data by population group, it is noted that the African undergraduate
student cohorts in the three year diploma across all years have the lowest throughput rate,
followed by the Coloured, Indian and White undergraduate student cohorts.
10.2 % of the 2000 African cohort graduated in minimum time, with 26.6% having graduated
by year 6 and 32.7% by year 10, compared to: 15.2% of the 2000 Coloured cohort by year 3,
31.8% by year 6 and 37.8% by year 10; 11.4% of the 2000 Indian cohort by year 3, 22.0% by
year 6 and 29.2% by year 10; and, 22.5% of the 2000 White cohort by year 3, 37.4% by year
6 and 41.9% by year 10.
In comparison, 14.0% of the 2009 African cohort graduated in minimum time, with 44.4%
having graduated by year 6 and 55.1% by year 10, compared to: 19.8% of the 2009 Coloured
cohort by year 3, 47.5% by year 6 and 56.5% by year 10; 16.0% of the 2009 Indian cohort by
year 3, 50.4% by year 6 and 65.1% by year 10; and, 26.9% of the 2009 White cohort by year
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3, 55.2% by year 6 and 63.9% by year 10. It should be noted that there was a slight decline
in the throughput rate for the 2009 cohort of Coloured students in minimum time from the 2008
cohort.
It is noted that improvement is required across all population groups. However the issue of
equity with respect to the progression of students from previously disadvantaged groups,
specifically African and Coloured students is a major concern. The throughput rates of these
groups are markedly lower than their Indian and White counterparts. This is a major
transformation issue for the system.
It is noted that in general students entering the 3 year diploma studies are likely to have lower
level performances in their school leaving qualification than students entering 3 year or 4 year
degrees. There is also anecdotal evidence that many students do not complete their diploma
studies efficiently due to the work integrated learning component. Nevertheless further
research needs to be done to identify blockages and to develop interventions to ensure that 3
year diploma throughputs are improved. Institutions offering these qualifications must
undertake their own data analytics to identify interventions to ensure greater efficiency in the
system.
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4. NATIONAL COHORT STUDIES FOR 3 YEAR DEGREES

4.1. Introduction
This section provides an overview of the cumulative national dropout and throughput for the
cohorts entering into undergraduate 3 year degrees from 2000 to 2017 in contact and distance
mode. Using the methodology described in the first section of the report, all first time entering
South African undergraduate 3 year degree students entering in the years from 2000 through
to 2017 are tracked. The numbers of first time entering students are first presented, followed
by cohort tables showing the combined overall dropouts and graduates for the cohorts
covered. These are then disaggregated according to gender and population group. In all cases
the tables show the combined contact and distance mode dropouts and throughputs.

4.2. First time entering numbers for 3 year undergraduate degrees
Table 27 on the next page reflects the actual number of first time entering undergraduate
South African students used for the 3 year degree cohort studies. It can be seen that the
number of FTEN degree students increased from 30 961 in 2000 to 53 118 in 2009 and to 55
794 in 2017. Comparing this to Table 5 showing the FTEN into 3 year diplomas, it is noted
that consistently there were more South African students entering into 3 year diploma studies
than into 3 year degree studies over the period 2000 to 2012. In 2013 this pattern changed
with the 2013 to 2017 years showing a larger enrolment in the 3 year degree qualifications
than the 3 year diploma qualifications. The question to be asked is if this is as a result of the
introduction of the Higher Education Qualifications Sub-Framework (HEQSF) with Universities
of Technology (UoTs) now offering professional 3 and 4 years Bachelor’s degrees.
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Table 27: First time entering numbers for 3 year undergraduate degrees
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4.3. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for 3 year
undergraduate degrees
Table 28 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for male and female students for the
2000 to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration
of 3 years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 28: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 28 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 24.5%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 39.9% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has shown an improvement with 20.1% of the first time entering cohort having
dropped out after their first year of study and 31.5% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a decline in the
throughput rate in minimum time (3 years) between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort with
throughput at 19.2% and 18.8% respectively but there has been an improvement in the
throughput after year 5 from 42.7% to 46.0%, with a further improvement after year 10 from
53.4% to 60.9%.

4.4. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates in 3 year
undergraduate degrees by gender
Table 29 shows the dropout and throughput rate for female students for the 2000 to 2017 first
time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in the
contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 29: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of Table 29 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 23.6%
of the 2000 first time entering female student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 37.6% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering female student cohort there has been an improvement in the dropout rate with 19.0%
of the first time entering female student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study
and 27.8% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a decline in the
throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 female student cohort and the 2009 female
student cohort from 21.3% to 20.3% respectively and an improvement in the throughput after
year 5 from 44.8% to 48.9%. The throughput after year 10 has improved significantly from
55.6% to 64.4%.
Table 30 shows the dropout and throughput rate for male students for the 2000 to 2017 first
time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in the
contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 30: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 25.6%
of the 2000 first time entering male student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study, and by 2009 (year 10) 42.9% of the male student cohort had dropped out. For the 2009
first time entering male student cohort the dropout rate has shown some improvement with
21.7% of the first time entering male student cohort having dropped out after their first year of
study and 36.6% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been no improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 male student cohort and the 2009
male student cohort from 16.5% to 16.4% respectively and also an improvement slight decline
in the throughput after year 5 from 40.0% to 41.8%, and after year 10 from 50.6% to 56.0%.
The throughput of female students in all cohorts is significantly better than that of males.

4.5. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for 3 year undergraduate
degrees by population group and gender
In this section the cohort tables are disaggregated by population group. For each population
group (South African black African, Coloured, Indian and White), the tables are further
disaggregated by gender.
Table 31 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for African students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years
in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 31: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
African students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 28.6%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 51.1% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has shown improvement on the dropout after first year with 22.6% of the first time
entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study but a significant improvement
in the dropout rate after year 10, with 33.5% of the cohort having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from
9.3% to 13.1% respectively and there has been a more significant improvement in the
throughput after year 5 from 30.1% to 40.9%, and after year 10 from 41.1% to 57.1%.
The African student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 32 shows the
dropout and throughput rate for African female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact and
distance mode of tuition. Table 33 shows this information for African male students.
Table 32: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
African female students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 27.8%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 48.3% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has shown minimal improvement with 21.4% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study but a significant improvement in the dropout
rate after year 10, with 29.3% of the cohort having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009
cohort from 9.6% to 13.7% respectively with a more significant improvement in the throughput
after year 5 from 32.1% to 44.2%, and year ten from 43.6% to 61.2%.
Table 33 shows the dropout and throughput rate for African male students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years
in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 33: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
African male students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 29.6% of the 2000
first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10)
54.3% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the dropout rate
has shown an improvement with 24.3% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out
after their first year of study and 39.6% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009
cohort from 9.0% to 12.2% respectively and there has also been an improvement in the
throughput after year 5 from 27.8% to 36.1%, and after year 10 from 38.2% to 51.0%.
It is noted that the throughput rate of African female students in 3 year undergraduate degrees
is consistently higher than their male counterparts for each cohort.
Table 34 shows the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured students for the 2000 to 2017
first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in
the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 34: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Coloured students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 27.4% of
the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 47.0% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate showed a slight improvement in first year dropouts with 23.4% having dropped
out after their first year of study but showed significant improvement at 41.6% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight drop in
the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from 14.1%
to 12.5% respectively but there has been an improvement in the throughput after year 5 from
34.6% to 37.3%, and after 10 years from 44.1% to 51.0%.
The Coloured student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 35 below
shows the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured female students for the 2000 to 2017 first
time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in the
contact and distance mode of tuition. Table 36 shows this information for Coloured male
students.
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Table 35: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Coloured female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 26.3%
of the 2000 first time entering Coloured female student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 44.1% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering Coloured female student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight improvement
with 21.9% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study
and further improvement after year 10 with 39.3% of students having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a deterioration
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Coloured female student cohort and
the 2009 Coloured female student cohort from 16.5% to 13.9% respectively but there has
been a slight improvement in the throughput after year 5 from 37.2% to 39.0%, and after year
10 a more substantial improvement from 47.2% to 53.4%.
Table 36 shows the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured male students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years
in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 36: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Coloured male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 29.3%
of the 2000 first time entering Coloured male student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 51.7% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering Coloured male student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight improvement
with 26.1% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out but a more substantial
improvement in the dropout rate after year 10, with 45.5% of the cohort having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a no
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Coloured male student
cohort and the 2009 Coloured male student cohort, from 10.4% to 10.0% respectively similarly
for the throughput after year 5 from 30.4% to 34.4%, but after year 10 there has been a more
significant improvement, from 39.2% to 46.8%. However this is a decline from the 2008
cohort.
Table 37 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for Indian students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years
in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 37: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Indian students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 20.2%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 37.0% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate after the first year of study has increased with 18.4% of the first time entering
cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 32.3% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been no change in
the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from 16.3%
to 17.1% respectively and similarly after year 5 from 42.1% to 44.5%, but some improvement
after year 10 from 53.4% to 59.8%.
The Indian student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 38 shows the
dropout and throughput rate for Indian female students of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact and
distance mode of tuition. Table 39 shows this information for Indian male students.
Table 38: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Indian female students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 20.8%
of the 2000 first time entering Indian female student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 35.0% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering Indian female student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight decrease with
16.9% of the first time entering Indian female student cohort having dropped out after their
first year of study and 29.3% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight increase
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Indian female student cohort and
the 2009 Indian female student cohort from 16.4% to 19.1% respectively and after year 5 from
42.7% to 48.2%, and after 10 years there has been a more significant improvement from 54%
to 62.5% respectively.
Table 39 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for Indian male students for the 2000
to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3
years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
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Table 39: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Indian male students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 19.2%
of the 2000 first time entering Indian male student cohort had dropped out after their first year
of study and by 2009 (year 10) 40.0% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering Indian male student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight increase in the dropout
with 20.6% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study but
an improvement in the dropout rate after year 10, to 36.7%.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a decline in the
throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Indian male student cohort and the 2009
Indian male student cohort from 16.2% to 14.3% respectively and there has also been a
decline in the throughput after year 5 from 40.9% to 38.9%, with an improvement after year
10 from 51.6% to 55.9% respectively.
Table 40 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for White students for the 2000 to 2017
first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in
the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 40: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
White students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 21.5%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 29.7% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has shown improvement with 15.4% of the first time entering cohort having
dropped out after their first year of study and 25.1% after year 10. However, this is slightly
higher than for the 2008 cohort.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been improvement in
the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from 29.5%
to 31.2% respectively and also an improvement in the throughput after year 5 from 55.3% to
57.7%, and after year 10 from 65.7% to 70.6%. The 2009 throughput is slightly lower than
that of the 2008 cohort.
The White student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 41 shows the
dropout and throughput rate for White female students of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3 years in the contact and
distance mode of tuition. Table 42 shows this information for White male students.
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Table 41: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
White female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 20.4%
of the 2000 first time entering White female student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 28.1% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering White female student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with
14.2% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and
21.2% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) shows that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 White female student cohort and
the 2009 White female student cohort from 33.6% to 36.3% respectively but there has been
no change in the throughput after year 5 from 63.0% to 61.3%, but there has been a slight
improvement after year 10 from 72.2% to 74.6%. The throughput of the 2009 cohort is
however lower than that of the 2008 cohort and this requires further investigation.
Table 42 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for White male students for the 2000
to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 3
years in the contact and distance mode of tuition.
Table 42: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
White male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2018 academic year and onwards. 2018 data available October 2019

In the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 23.0% of the 2000
first time entering White male student cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and
by 2009 (year 10) 31.8% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering White
male student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 16.8% of the first time
entering White male student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 29.8%
after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 White male student cohort and the
2009 White male student cohort from 24.4% to 25.0% respectively and also an improvement
in the throughput after year 5 from 52.5% to 53.3%, and after year 10 from 63.3% to 65.8%.
As for their female counterparts, the throughput of the 2009 cohort is lower than that of the
2008 cohort and requires further investigation.

4.6. Conclusion
The cohort tables for the 3 year degree students shows little improvement to the throughput
in minimum time with the 2000 and 2009 cohorts at 19.2% and 20.5% respectively, and
increasing to 26.6% in 2013. This is a very poor minimum time (within 3 years) throughput,
although as these figures include distance education enrolments, at least 6 years of data
should be considered. It is noted that there is a significant improvement across the cohorts
after year 6, from 47.1% for the 2000 cohort to 52.0% for the 2009 cohort to 63.4% for the
2013 cohort. However the overall throughput rate remains low with between 53.4% and 60.9%
of students having graduated by year 10 in the cohorts for which 10 years of data are available.
When considering the data by gender it is noted that in general females outperform males in
the 3 year degree qualification. 21.3 % of the 2000 female cohort graduated in minimum time,
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with 49.2% having graduated by year 6 and 55.6% by year 10, compared to 16.5% of the 2000
male cohort by year 3, 44.5% by year 6 and 50.6% by year 10. In the 2009 female cohort, this
decreased to 20.1% by year 3, but improved to 55.1% by year 6 and 64.4% by year 10,
compared to 16.4% of the 2009 male cohort by year 3, 47.7% by year 6 and 56.0% by year
10.
In disaggregating the data by population group, it is noted that the African undergraduate
student cohorts in the three year degree across all years have the lowest throughput rate,
followed by the Coloured, Indian and White undergraduate student cohorts.
9.3 % of the 2000 African cohort graduated in minimum time, with 34.7% having graduated by
year 6 and 41.1% by year 10, compared to: 14.1% of the 2000 Coloured cohort by year 3,
38.4% by year 6 and 44.1% by year 10; 16.3% of the 2000 Indian cohort by year 3, 46.4% by
year 6 and 53.4% by year 10; and, 29.5% of the 2000 White cohort by year 3, 59.6% by year
6 and 65.7% by year 10.
In comparison, 13.1% of the 2009 African cohort graduated in minimum time, with 47.5%
having graduated by year 6 and 57.1% by year 10, compared to: 12.5% of the 2009 Coloured
cohort by year 3, 41.9% by year 6 and 51.0% by year 10; 17.1% of the 2009 Indian cohort by
year 3, 50.5% by year 6 and 59.8% by year 10; and, 31.2% of the 2009 White cohort by year
3, 63.1% by year 6 and 70.6% by year 10.
Although the throughput rate for the African and Indian 2009 cohort increase over the 2008
cohort, the throughput rate for the Coloured and White 2009 cohort decreased from the 2008
cohort. This requires further investigation.
It is noted the issue of equity with respect to the progression of students from all previously
disadvantaged groups, African, Coloured and Indian students, is a major concern. The
throughput rates of these groups are markedly lower than their White counterparts. This is a
major transformation issue for the system.
It is also noted that the throughput rates of female students across all population groups is
markedly higher than their male counterparts in 3 year degree studies. Further research is
required with respect to these gender differences.
It is noted that in general students entering 3 year degree studies in general have better
throughput rates than their counterparts entering 3 year diploma studies. It is the case that
they would have to have achieved bachelor level passes in their schooling qualification and
therefore would be likely to have better level performances in their school leaving qualification
than students entering 3 year diploma studies. Nevertheless further research needs to be
done to identify blockages and to develop interventions to ensure that 3 year degree
throughputs are improved, specifically for students from previously disadvantaged population
groups and male students in general. Institutions should consider Foundation/ Extended
Curriculum programmes for students undertaking these qualifications thereby providing them
with the additional support to succeed. Data analysis of these cohorts at institutional level
could assist in identifying where the blockages are and then implement appropriate
interventions to support success.
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5. CUMULATIVE NATIONAL DROPOUT AND THROUGHPUT
RATES FOR DEGREES WITH A MINUMUM DURATION OF
4 YEARS OR MORE

5.1. Introduction
This section provides an overview of the cumulative national dropout and throughput for the
cohorts entering into undergraduate 4 year degrees from 2000 to 2017 in contact and distance
mode. Using the methodology described in the first section of the report, all first time entering
South African undergraduate year degree students entering in the years from 2000 through to
2017 are tracked. The numbers of first time entering students are first presented, followed by
cohort tables showing the combined overall dropouts and graduates for the cohorts covered.
These are then disaggregated according to gender and population group. In all cases the
tables show the combined contact and distance mode dropouts and throughputs.

5.2. First time entering numbers for undergraduate degrees with a minimum
duration of 4 years or more
Table 43 on the next page reflects the actual number of first time entering undergraduate
South African students used for the 4 year or more degrees cohort studies. It can be seen that
the number of FTEN 4 year or more degree students increased from 24 911 in 2000 to 46 991
in 2017.
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Table 43: First time entering numbers for undergraduate degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more
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5.3. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate
degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more
Table 44 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 Male and Female first
time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 or more
years for contact and distance tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for medical
doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years.
Table 44: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of Table 44 indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 22.5%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 38.3% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort the
dropout rate has shown significant improvement with 16.8% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study and 25.0% after year 10. There is a further
improvement thereafter with 16.2% of the 2013 cohort dropping out after their first year of
study, and 24.0% after year 6.
The part of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 and the 2009 cohorts
from 31.3% to 33.3% respectively but after year 6 there was a significant improvement in the
throughput from 48.5% to 58.2%, and after year 10 from 55.8% to 69.2%. Although this is an
improvement, as with the 3 year degrees the 2009 cohort throughput is lower than that of the
2008 cohort and requires further investigation.

5.4. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate
degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more by gender
Table 45 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 female first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 or more years for
contact and distance tuition, including the MBChB qualification for medical doctors which has
a minimum duration of 6 years.
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Table 45: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 21.3%
of the 2000 first time entering female student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 34.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering female student cohort the dropout rate has shown significant improvement with 15.5%
of the first time entering female student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study
and 23.0% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 female student cohort
and the 2009 female student cohort from 35.6% to 36.1% respectively but after year 6 there
has been a significant improvement in the throughput from 53.0% to 60.4%, and after year 10
from 59.6% to 71.6%. The drop in the throughput rates between the 2008 and 2009 cohort
needs further investigation.
Table 46 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 male first time
entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 or more years
for contact and distance tuition.
Table 46: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note:
Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 24.0%
of the 2000 first time entering male student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 43.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering male student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 19.0% of the
first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 28.2% after year
10. The increase in the dropout rate of the 2009 cohort over the 2008 cohort requires further
investigation.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been some
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 male student cohort
and the 2009 male student cohort from 26.3% to 29.0% respectively but after year 6 there has
been significant improvement in the throughput from 43.1% to 54.8%, and after year 10 from
51.3% to 65.3%. Although there has been an improvement between the 2000 and 2009 cohort
there has been a decrease in the throughput between the 2008 and 2009 cohort.

5.5. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for undergraduate
degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more by population group
and gender
Table 47 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for African students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4
or more years for contact and distance tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for
medical doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years.
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Table 47: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – African students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 25.7%
of the 2000 first time entering African student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 48.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering African student cohort the dropout rate has shown improvement with 19.4% of the
first time entering African student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and
27.6% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 African student cohort and the 2009
African student cohort with 22.8% to 30.4% graduating respectively but after year 6 there has
been a more significant improvement in the throughput from 36.9% to 53.5%, and after year
10 from 44.5% to 65.4%.
The African student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 48 below shows
the dropout and throughput rate for African female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time
entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more in the
contact and distance mode of tuition. Table 49 shows this information for African male
students.
Table 48: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – African female students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 24.2%
of the 2000 first time entering African female student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 44.3% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering African female student cohort the dropout rate has shown improvement with
18.1% of the first time entering African female student cohort having dropped out after their
first year of study and 24.7% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 African female
student cohort from 25.4% to 32.4% respectively but there has been a more significant
improvement in the throughput after year 6 from 40.7% to 56.1%, and year 10 from 47.9% to
69.0%.
Table 49 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for African male students for the 2000
to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of
4 or more years for contact and distance tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for
medical doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years.
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Table 49: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – African male students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 27.4%
of the 2000 first time entering African male student cohort had dropped out after their first year
of study and by 2009 (year 10) 52.5% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering African male student cohort the dropout rate after the first year of study has shown
improvement with 21.2% of the first time entering African male student cohort having dropped
out after their first year of study and a more significant improvement after year 10 with 31.9%
of this cohort having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a significant
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009
cohort from 19.8% to 27.2% respectively but there has been a more significant improvement
in the throughput after year 6 from 32.5% to 49.7%, and after year 10 from 40.8% to 60.3%.
The increase in the dropout rate and decrease in the throughput rate between the 2008 and
2009 cohort requires further investigation.
It is noted that the throughput rate of African female students is significantly higher than that
of African male students across all cohorts.
Table 50 shows the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured students for the 2000 to 2017
first time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 or
more years for contact and distance tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for medical
doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years.
Table 50: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – Coloured students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 23.4%
of the 2000 first time entering Coloured student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 37.9% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 17.1% of the first time
entering Coloured student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 31.9%
after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been some
improvement in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Coloured student
cohort and the 2009 Coloured student cohort from 28.7% to 29.6% for the respectively. After
year 6 there has been a further improvement in the throughput from 47.3% to 51.9%, and after
year 10 a more significant improvement from 57.1% to 62.2%.
Further analysis is required to understand the increase in the dropout rate and decline in the
throughput rate between the 2008 and 2009 cohort.
The Coloured student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 51 shows the
dropout and throughput rate for Coloured female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time
entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more in the
contact and distance mode of tuition. Table 46 shows this information for Coloured male
students.
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Table 51: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – Coloured female students (Contact and
Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 20.1%
of the 2000 first time entering Coloured female student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 34.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering Coloured female student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement
with 15.5% of the first time entering Coloured female student cohort having dropped out after
their first year of study and 30.1% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been no improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Coloured female student cohort and
the 2009 Coloured female student cohort, which is 31.7% and after year 6 there has been a
small improvement in the throughput from 52.1% to 54.2% and after year 10 a more significant
improvement from 61.7% to 64.3%.
Table 52 shows the dropout and throughput rate for Coloured male students for the 2000 to
2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4
or more years for contact and distance tuition.
Table 52: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – Coloured male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 28.2%
of the 2000 first time entering Coloured male student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 43.1% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 20.9% of the first time
entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 35.9% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been no improvement
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Coloured male student cohort and
the 2009 Coloured male student cohort from 24.3% to 24.8% respectively, however after year
6 there has been a significant improvement in the throughput from 40.4% to 46.5%, and after
year 10 from 50.5% to 57.4%.
It is noted that the throughput rate of Coloured female students is significantly higher than that
of Coloured male students across all cohorts.
Table 53 shows the dropout and throughput rate for Indian students for the 2000 to 2017 first
time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 or more
years for contact and distance tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for medical
doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years.
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Table 53: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – Indian students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 14.9%
of the 2000 first time entering Indian student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 30.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering Indian student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 14.9% of the
first time entering Indian student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study but
after year 10 there has been a significant improvement in the dropout rate with 17.6% of this
cohort having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there been a decrease in the
throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Indian student cohort and the 2009 Indian
student cohort from 32.1% to 28.7% respectively, however after year 6 there has been a
significant increase in the throughput from 53.8% to 65.2%, and after year 10 from 63.3% to
77.2%. It is noted however that there is the decline in the 2009 cohort throughput from that of
the 2008 cohort and a further decline in 2010 that in subsequent years there appears to be a
fluctuation in the throughput rate and this will need to be investigated.
The Indian student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 54 shows the
dropout and throughput rate for Indian female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
Indian student undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more
in the contact and distance mode of tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for medical
doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years. Table 55 shows this information for Indian
male students.
Table 54: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – Indian female students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 13.9%
of the 2000 first time entering Indian female student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 25.7% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering Indian female student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight improvement
with 12.6% of the first time entering Indian female student cohort having dropped out after
their first year of study and 17.4% after year 10 which is a more significant improvement on
the 2000 cohort.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there been a significant increase
in the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Indian female student cohort and
the 2009 Indian female student cohort from 20.3% to 31.1% respectively, and after year 6 from
61.4% to 66.3%, and after year 10 from 71.0% to 77.8%.
Table 55 shows the dropout and throughput rate for Indian male students for the 2000 to 2017
first time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 or
more years for contact and distance tuition.
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Table 55: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – Indian male students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 16.2%
of the 2000 first time entering Indian male student cohort had dropped out after their first year
of study and by 2009 (year 10) 35.7% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering Indian male student cohort the dropout rate has shown an increase with 18.9% of the
first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study but there has been
a significant improvement with 17.9% having dropped out after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there has been a decrease in
the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 Indian male student cohort and the
2009 Indian male student cohort from 27.7% to 24.4% respectively, however after year 6 there
had been a significant improvement in the throughput from 48.8% to 63.2%, and after year 10
from 58.3%% to 76.3%. The decline in the throughput rate from 2008 needs further
investigation.
It is noted that the throughput rate of Indian female students is significantly higher than that of
Indian male students across all cohorts except for the 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2008 cohort
where the throughput of Indian male students was significantly higher than that of the Indian
female students, 81.6% and 85.3% respectively in 2008.
Table 56 shows the dropout and throughput rate for White students for the 2000 to 2017 first
time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 or more
years for contact and distance tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for medical
doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years.
Table 56: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – White students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 18.9%
of the 2000 first time entering White student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2009 (year 10) 23.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering White student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 11.6% of the
first time entering White student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and
18.9% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there been a decline in the
throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 White student cohort and the 2009 White
student cohort from 46.5% to 42.5% respectively and a slight improvement after year 6 from
67.6% to 68.9%, and after 10 years from 73.3% to 77.6%. It is noted however that in
subsequent years there appears to be a decline in the throughput rate and this will need to be
investigated.
The White student cohort tables are further disaggregated by gender. Table 57 below shows
the dropout and throughput rate for White female students for the 2000 to 2017 first time
entering undergraduate cohorts for degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or more in the
contact and distance mode of tuition. This includes the MBChB qualification for medical
doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years. Table 58 shows this information for White
male students.
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Table 57: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – White female students (Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 18.5%
of the 2000 first time entering White female student cohort had dropped out after their first
year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 19.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first
time entering White female student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with
10.4% of the first time entering White female student cohort having dropped out after their first
year of study a more significant improvement in the dropout rate after year 10, with 18.3% of
this cohort having dropped out.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there been an improvement in
the throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 cohort and the 2009 cohort from 43.0%
to 47.5% respectively, after year 6 there been a decline in the throughput from 74.3% to 70.4%,
and after year 10 a very slight improvement from 77.9% to 78.3%.
Table 58 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for White male students for the 2000
to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohorts for qualifications with a minimum duration of
4 or more years for contact and distance tuition, including the MBChB qualification for medical
doctors which has a minimum duration of 6 years.
Table 58: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate degrees with a
minimum duration of 4 years or more – White male students (Contact and Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 19.3%
of the 2000 first time entering White male student cohort had dropped out after their first year
of study and by 2009 (year 10) 28.1% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering White male student cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 13.3%
of the first time entering White male student cohort having dropped out after their first year of
study and 19.9% after year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates that there been a decline in the
throughput rate in minimum time between the 2000 White male student cohort and the 2009
White male student cohort from 38.1% to 34.8% respectively, however after year 6 there been
a significant improvement in the throughput from 61.3% to 66.6%, and after year 10 from
68.7% to 76.5%.

5.6. Conclusion
The cohort tables for the degree students with a minimum duration of 4 years or more show a
slight improvement to the throughput in minimum time from 31.3% for the 2000 cohort to
33.3% for the 2009 cohort. This is a very much better minimum time (within 4 years) throughput
that that of 3 year degree and diploma qualifications considered earlier. However, as these
figures include distance education enrolments, at least 8 years of data should be considered.
It is noted that there is a significant improvement across the cohorts after year 8, from 53.4%
for the 2000 cohort to 65.8% for the 2009 cohort. The overall throughput rate, while more
acceptable requires attention, with between 55.8% and 69.2% of students having graduated
by year 10 in the cohorts for which 10 years of data are available. As with the 3 year degree
the decrease in the throughput from 2008 to 2009 requires further investigation.
When considering the data by gender it is noted that in general females outperform males in
the degree qualification with a minimum study time of 4 years or more. 35.6 % of the 2000
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female cohort graduated in minimum time, with 57.4% having graduated by year 8 and 59.6%
by year 10, compared to 26.3% of the 2000 male cohort by year 4, 48.7% by year 8 and 51.3%
by year 10. In the 2008 female cohort, this increased slightly to 38.6% by year 4, to 69.0% by
year 8 and to 72.3% by year 10, compared to 30.6% of the 2008 male cohort by year 4, 65.8%
by year 8 and 68.9% by year 10.
In disaggregating the data by population group, it is noted that the African undergraduate
student cohorts in degree studies with a minimum duration of 4 years or more have the lowest
throughput rate across all years, followed by the Coloured, Indian and White undergraduate
student cohorts.
22.8 % of the 2000 African cohort graduated in minimum time, with 41.9% having graduated
by year 8 and 44.5% by year 10, compared to: 28.7% of the 2000 Coloured cohort by year 4,
54.8% by year 8 and 57.1% by year 10; 32.1% of the 2000 Indian cohort by year 4, 60.3% by
year 8 and 63.3% by year 10; and, 46.5% of the 2000 White cohort by year 4, 71.5% by year
8 and 73.7% by year 10.
In comparison, 30.4% of the 2009 African cohort graduated in minimum time, with 61.7%
having graduated by year 8 and 65.4% by year 10, compared to: 29.6% of the 2009 Coloured
cohort by year 4, 59.7% by year 8 and 62.2% by year 10; 28.7% of the 2009 Indian cohort by
year 4, 73.5% by year 8 and 77.2% by year 10; and, 42.5% of the 2009 White cohort by year
4, 75.0% by year 8 and 77.6% by year 10. There is a decline in the throughput for the African
cohort from 2010 and only increasing again in 2013, for the Coloured and Indian cohort
decreasing from 2009 and increasing again from 2013 and 2014 respectively. For the White
cohort the throughput fluctuates decreasing in 2009, increasing again in 2010 but decreasing
again in 2011 and then increasing again in 2012. These decreases and the fluctuations in the
throughput rate requires further investigation.
It is noted the issue of equity with respect to the progression of students from previously
disadvantaged groups, particularly African and Coloured students, is a major concern. The
throughput rates of these groups are markedly lower than their Indian and White counterparts.
This is a major transformation issue for the system.
It is also noted that the throughput rates for degrees with a minimum duration of 4 years or
more of female students across all population groups is markedly higher than their male
counterparts, except for Indian students where the males outperform the female students in
the years 2004, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009. Further research is required with respect to these
gender differences.
The cohort study by race and gender has been disaggregated for contact and distance tuition
(Annexure A) to see whether or not the distance cohort significantly affects the overall
throughput rates.
For the 3 year diplomas disaggregated by contact and distance mode for 2009 (Annexure A)
the throughput rate shows that for female students undertaking their studies through the
contact mode they outperform their male counterparts with 57.6% and 49.8% having
graduated after 6 years respectively and 68% and 60% respectively after year 10. For
distance mode the throughput rate for females is 17.1% after year 6 and 27.6% after year 10
and for males it is 12.5% after year 6 and 20.6% after year 10. The throughput rate by
population group is as follows:112

African cohort contact mode after 6 years is 52.2% and after 10 years it is 63.1%
African cohort distance mode after 6 years is 14.0% and after 10 years it is 23.6%
Coloured cohort contact mode after 6 years is 53.8% and after 10 years it is 63.0%
Coloured cohort distance mode after 6 years is 20.9% and after 10 years it is 29.3%
Indian cohort contact mode after 6 years is 62.8% and after 10 years it is 79.9%
Indian cohort distance mode after 6 years is 15.6% and after 10 years it is 24.1%
White cohort contact mode after 6 years is 68.4% and after 10 years it is 77.1%
White cohort distance mode after 6 years is 18.5% and after 10 years it is 27.0%
For the 3 year undergraduate degree disaggregated by contact and distance mode for 2009
(Annexure A) the throughput rate shows that for female students undertaking their studies
through the contact mode they outperform their male counterparts with 68.8% and 58.9%
having graduated after 6 years respectively and 76.8% and 66.8% respectively after year 10.
For distance mode the throughput rate for females is 19.8% after year 6 and 32.6% after year
10 and for males it is 17.8% after year 6 and 27.4% after year 10. The throughput rate by
population group is as follows:African cohort contact mode after 6 years is 58.9% and after 10 years it is 67.6%
African cohort distance mode after 6 years is 13.6% and after 10 years it is 25.6%
Coloured cohort contact mode after 6 years is 53.9% and after 10 years it is 62.3%
Coloured cohort distance mode after 6 years is 14.3% and after 10 years it is 25.1%
Indian cohort contact mode after 6 years is 69.0% and after 10 years it is 76.9%
Indian cohort distance mode after 6 years is 19.7% and after 10 years it is 31.5%
White cohort contact mode after 6 years is 77.2% and after 10 years it is 83.5%
White cohort distance mode after 6 years is 28.3% and after 10 years it is 39.0%
For the 4 year undergraduate degree disaggregated by contact and distance mode for 2009
(Annexure A) the throughput rate shows that for female students undertaking their studies
through the contact mode they outperform their male counterparts with 72.0% and 80.3%
having graduated after 6 years respectively and 61.3% and 71.5% respectively after year 10.
For distance mode the throughput rate for females is 27.5% after year 6 and 46.8% after year
10 and for males it is 20.0% after year 6 and 32.4% after year 10. The throughput rate by
population group is as follows:African cohort contact mode after 6 years is 63.8% and after 10 years it is 73.5%
African cohort distance mode after 6 years is 20.1% and after 10 years it is 39.4%
Coloured cohort contact mode after 6 years is 58.7% and after 10 years it is 68.4%
Coloured cohort distance mode after 6 years is 23.8% and after 10 years it is 36.7%
Indian cohort contact mode after 6 years is 73.9% and after 10 years it is 84.5%
Indian cohort distance mode after 6 years is 34.1% and after 10 years it is 51.3%
White cohort contact mode after 6 years is 76.5% and after 10 years it is 83.9%
White cohort distance mode after 6 years is 37.7% and after 10 years it is 51.3%
The disaggregation highlights the stark difference in the throughput rate for students studying
in the contact mode and those studying in the distance mode and by population group with
only the Indian and White students undertaking the 4 year undergraduate degree in distance
mode achieving a throughput above 50% after 10 years.
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It is noted that students entering degree studies with a minimum duration of 4 years or more,
in general, have better throughput rates than their counterparts entering 3 year diploma and
degree studies. This is because many of these programmes are professional degree
programmes such as engineering, law, and medicine. Competition for these places is
generally high and students with high level results in their school leaving qualifications are
accepted into the programmes. Nevertheless further research needs to be done to identify
blockages and to develop interventions to ensure that throughputs in these professional
degrees are improved, specifically for students from previously disadvantaged population
groups and male students in general. Institutions should undertake more nuanced studies to
identify fields of study/disciplines where there are blockages. This will enable them to develop
interventions to improve student success thereby ensuring greater efficiency in the system.
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6. CUMULATIVE NATIONAL DROPOUT AND THROUGHPUT
RATES FOR SPECIFIC QUALIFICATIONS AND FIELDS OF
STUDY
6.1. Introduction
This section provides an overview of the cumulative national dropout and throughput for the
cohorts entering into a number of selected undergraduate qualifications and fields of study
from 2000 to 2017 in contact and distance mode. The specific qualifications covered are: the
MBChB, a 6 year undergraduate qualification for medical doctors; the Bachelor of Education,
a 4 year undergraduate degree for teachers; 3 and 4 year Engineering qualifications; and 3
and 4 year qualifications in the fields of Life and Physical Sciences. These are followed by
fields of study, namely: business studies; education; humanities (excluding education); and
science, engineering and technology. Using the methodology described in the first section of
the report, all first time entering South African undergraduate students entering these
programmes in the years from 2000 through to 2017 are tracked. For each qualification or field
of study, the cohort tables showing the combined overall dropouts and graduates for the 2000
to 2017 first time entering cohorts are covered. In all cases the tables show the combined
contact and distance mode dropouts and throughputs.

6.2. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for the MBChB
qualification
Table 59 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the MBChB, the qualification for medical doctors. This degree has
a minimum duration of 6 years, for contact and distance tuition.
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Table 59: National total % dropout and graduates for the 6 year MBChB (Contact and
Distance)

Intake year
(Year 1)
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Year 6
69.7
66.3
75.4
72.3
71.5
69.9
72.6
69.2
68.1
67.8
63.9
68.1
66.8
67.7

GRADUATES (%)
Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
81.2
85.8
88.2
89.7
80.3
85.5
89.0
90.6
84.3
89.0
91.9
92.7
82.8
87.1
88.8
90.2
82.6
86.7
88.4
89.7
80.9
85.7
88.6
90.3
83.3
88.3
90.5
91.9
80.2
85.8
88.9
90.3
79.5
86.3
89.6
90.9
82.2
87.6
90.5
91.7
80.6
86.1
89.0
83.3
88.8
83.2
data not available

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 12.0%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
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(year 10) 6.8% of the cohort had dropped out. The reason for the decline in the cumulative
total could be as a result of students who have stopped out returning to their studies later. For
the 2009 first time entering cohort the dropout rate has shown an improvement with 7.0% of
the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and only 4.7%
after year 10. The decline between 2008 and 2009 needs further investigation.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates the throughput rate in minimum time
(6 years) as 69.7% and 67.8% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively, and after year 8
the throughput rate is 85.8% and 87.6% respectively. By year 10, 89.7% of the 2000 MBChB
cohort had graduated, while 91.7% of the 2009 cohort had graduated.
It can be seen that the dropout rates for this qualification are low and the throughput rates are
high. This could be expected since all students entering have exceptional results in the
National Senior Certificate. However, institutions still need to understand how they can these
throughputs can be improved

6.3. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for the Bachelor of
Education qualification
Table 60 shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2003 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the Bachelor of Education, which has a minimum duration of 4
years, for contact and distance tuition. The reason for the cohorts starting in 2003 and not
2000, is that the four year Bachelor of Education undergraduate degree was first introduced
in 2003 when the 2000 Norms and Standards for teacher education qualifications policy was
implemented.
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Table 60: National total % dropout and graduates for the 4 year Bachelor of Education
(Contact and Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2004 (year 2) 16.0%
of the 2003 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2012
(year 10) 31.5% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there
is little change in the dropout rate with 15.4% of the first time entering cohort having dropped
out after their first year of study and 26.0% by year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates the throughput rate in minimum time
as 46.7% and 40.1% for the 2003 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 6 the
throughput rate is 59.7% and 60.6% respectively. By year 10 the throughput rates are 64.7%
and 69.1% respectively. It is noted that there is decline in the throughput rates in year 4 and
this requires further investigation.

6.4. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for 3 and 4 year
engineering qualifications
Table 61 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the Engineering qualifications with a minimum duration of 3 and 4
years, for contact and distance tuition. This data is then disaggregated and in Table 62 the
cohort table for 3 year engineering diplomas are given, followed by Table 63 with 3 year
engineering degrees and Table 64 with 4 year professional engineering degrees.
Table 61: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 and 4 year engineering
qualifications (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 28.7%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort into 3 and 4 year engineering qualifications had dropped
out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 42.4% of the cohort had dropped out.
For the 2009 first time entering cohort there is an improvement in the dropout rate with 20.4%
of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study and 18.5% by
year 10.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in 3 and 4 year
engineering qualifications after year 4 as 17.2% and 20.5% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts
respectively and after year 6 the throughput rate is 33.1% and 48.8% respectively, climbing to
46.8% and 68.6% respectively by year 10.
Table 62 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the Engineering qualifications (diplomas) with a minimum duration
of 3 years, for contact and distance tuition.
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Table 62: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year engineering qualifications
(contact and distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 34.0%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 49.4% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there is
an improvement in the dropout rate with 20.1% of the first time entering cohort having dropped
out after their first year of study and 21.1% by year 10.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 5.5% and 4.9% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 5 the throughput
rate is 20.2% and 30.9% respectively, while by year 10 it is 38.5% and 63.3% respectively.
Table 63 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the Engineering qualifications with a minimum duration of 4 years,
for contact and distance tuition.
Table 63: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year engineering qualifications
(contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 19.3%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 29.9% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there
is a decline in the dropout rate with 20.9% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out
after their first year of study and but an improvement to 13.6% by year 10.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 24.4% and 25.9% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 6 the
throughput rate is 47.6% and 61.2% respectively, rising to 61.6% and 78.8% respectively after
year 10.
It is noted that the throughput rates for the four year professional engineering degree are
considerably higher than the rates for the 3 year diploma qualification. The data here is not
disaggregated for contact and distance modes of study. It is highly likely that the throughput
in the 4 year contact cohorts would be significantly higher than in the distance cohorts. In
future studies the data will be disaggregated into contact and distance.
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6.5. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rates for 3 and 4 year Life
and Physical Science qualifications.
Table 64 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the Life and Physical Science qualifications with a minimum
duration of 3 or 4 years, for contact and distance tuition. This data is then disaggregated further
into 3 year qualifications (Table 65) and 4 year qualifications (Table 66).
Table 64: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 and 4 year life and physical
science qualifications (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 24.8%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort into 3 and 4 year life and physical science qualifications
had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 28.7% of the cohort had
dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there is an improvement in the dropout
rate with 17.8% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year of study
and 17.8% by year 10.
The section of the table indicated as graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum
time as 14.6% and 15.4% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 6 the
throughput rate is 53.2% and 60.7% respectively, while after year 10 this has improved to
63.9% and 74.2% respectively.
Table 65 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the Life and Physical Science qualifications with a minimum
duration of 3 years, for contact and distance tuition.
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Table 65: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year life and physical science
qualifications (contact and distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 26.4%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 30.5% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there
is an improvement in the dropout rate with 18.9% of the first time entering cohort having
dropped out after their first year of study and 17.7% by year 10.
The section of the table indicated as graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum
time as 17.5% and 17.5% for the 2000 and 2008 cohorts respectively and after year 5 the
throughput rate is 43.6% to 51.0% respectively and after year 10, 61.8% and 73.7%
respectively.
Table 66 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for the Life and Physical Science qualifications with a minimum
duration of 4 years, for contact and distance tuition.
Table 66: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year life and physical science
qualifications (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 19.6%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 23.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there
is an improvement in the dropout rate with 11.9% of the first time entering cohort having
dropped out after their first year of study and 17.8% by year 10.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 36.6% and 32.5% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 6 the
throughput rate is 62.1% and 65.1% respectively, rising to 70.7% and 76.9% respectively after
year 10.

6.6. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rate for qualifications in the
field of Business studies
Table 67 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for contact and distance tuition where the major field of study is in
Business studies.
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Table 67: National total % dropout and graduates in the major field of study - business
studies (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 33.0%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort studying business studies as their major field of study
had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 52.6% of the cohort had
dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there has been a slight improvement in
the dropout rate with 23.6% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first
year of study, and after year 10 with 40.7% of this cohort having dropped out of their studies.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 13.2% and 15.2% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 5 the
throughput rate is 31.0% and 38.9% respectively, increasing to 39.2% and 51.6% respectively
by year 10. These results are of concern and we need to understand why the throughputs are
low as there are a high number of enrolments in this field of study.

6.7. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rate for the field of education
Table 68 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for contact and distance tuition where the major field of study is in
Education. This study includes all education qualifications including the National Professional
Diploma in Education, an upgrade qualification specifically designed for practicing teachers
who were un- or underqualified. Also included are the various post professional qualifications,
including the various Advanced Certificates in Education implemented across the system as
part of the drive to improve the qualifications of teachers in line with the 2000 Norms and
Standards policy.
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Table 68: National total % dropout and graduates in the major field of study - education
(contact and distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 23.8%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort into all qualifications with education as the major field of
study had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10) 48.9% of the cohort
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had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there has been an increase in the
dropout rate with 27.9% of the first time entering cohort having dropped out after their first year
of study but with an improvement to 25.8% by year 10.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 46.8% and 30.5% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 6 the
throughput rate is 47.4% and 60.8% respectively rising to 49.4% and 69.3% respectively after
year 10.

6.8. Cumulative national dropout and throughput rate for qualifications in
humanities fields other than education
Table 69 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for contact and distance tuition where the major field of study is in
Humanities (excluding education).
Table 69: National total % dropout and graduates in the major field of study –
humanities other than education (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 35.9% of the 2000
first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009 (year 10)
50.8% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there is an
improvement in the dropout rate with 21.8% of the first time entering cohort having dropped
out after their first year of study and 33.8% by year 10.
The section of the table showing graduates (%) indicates the throughput rate in the major field
of humanities (other than education) in minimum time as 16.8% and 21.7% for the 2000 and
2009 cohorts respectively and after year 5 the throughput rate is 35.4% and 45.3%
respectively, rising to 43.5% and 59.4% respectively after year 10. These results are low and
we need to understand what the challenges that are resulting in high dropout rates and low
throughput rates. Universities need to undertake their own studies to determine the
challenges and then put in place interventions to improve the throughput rates.

6.9. Cumulative dropout and throughput rate for the major fields of study in
science engineering and technology
Table 70 shows the dropout and throughput rate for the 2000 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for contact and distance tuition where the major field of study is in
Science, Engineering or Technology
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Table 70: National total % dropout and graduates in the major field of study – science
engineering and technology (contact and distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2001 (year 2) 27.0%
of the 2000 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2009
(year 10) 38.8% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering cohort there
is an improvement in the dropout rate with 19.4% of the first time entering cohort having
dropped out after the first year of study and 21.7% by year 10.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 14.9% and 15.0% for the 2000 and 2009 cohorts respectively and after year 6 the
throughput rate is 44.2% and 55.6% respectively, rising to 53.5% and 69.4% after year 10.

6.10. Conclusion
The cohort studies above cover three specific professional and or technical qualifications as
well as for various fields of study as a whole.
The MBChB qualification, a 6 year degree programme for medical doctors, has very high
throughput rates when compared to all other qualifications. 69.7% of the 2000 cohort
completed in minimum time (6 years), after 8 years 85.8% of the students in the cohort had
graduated, and after 10 years 89.7% had graduated. The 2009 cohort shows a decline in the
throughput rate with 67.8% having graduated in minimum time, but increasing after year 8 to
87.6% and to 91.7% after year 10. It would have been instructive to see if the same pattern
with respect to the performance of females and males, and the various population groups also
held for this qualification. It is recognised that the entry requirements for the MBChB are
demanding and only school leavers with excellent school leaving results gain access.
In comparison the 2000 to 2017 cohort studies for the Bachelor of Education (B Ed) degree,
the four year professional qualification for teaching, show a much lower throughput rate per
cohort than the MBChB. However, in comparison to the overall throughput rate of degrees
with a minimum duration of 4 years or more, the B Ed has a slightly better throughput rate.
The 2000 to 2017 study for engineering qualifications is broken into 3 year qualifications
(mostly diplomas) and 4 year professional degrees. As with the cohort studies of the 3 year
diploma (in Section 2) and 3 year degree (in Section 3), the three year engineering
qualification, for every cohort from 2000 to 2017, have lower throughput rates than for the four
year professional degree. All cohorts in the four year professional engineering degree, while
having lower throughput rates than their counterparts in the MBChB, have higher throughput
rates than those in the Bachelor of Education.
Student cohorts in the three year life and physical science qualifications perform better than
the general three year qualification students in both diplomas and degree studies, but have
significantly lower throughput rates than students in four year life and physical sciences
degrees. All cohorts in 4 year life and physical sciences degrees outperform the 4 year
engineering degree students, having higher throughput rates in minimum time and after the 8
year and 10 year comparison points.
Considering the various fields of study, business studies students have the lowest throughput
rates, followed by the humanities (excluding education) which are significantly higher.
Education in general (covering all qualifications) has the next highest throughput rate, although
lower that the Bachelor of Education on its own. Finally the science, engineering and
technology fields have the highest throughputs of all fields of study.
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These cohort studies are limited because they do not provide disaggregated data by mode of
study (contact and distance) and by population group and gender. Such work is necessary to
really identify the blockages to success and to ascertain effective interventions to work towards
improved success and efficiencies in the system. All institutions are encouraged to undertake
data analytic studies of their various student cohorts to identify the fields of study/disciplines
where there are specific challenges and then identify ways of improving the throughput in
minimum time.

7. CUMULATIVE NATIONAL DROPOUT AND THROUGHPUT
RATES FOR STUDENTS WHO ARE ON FOUNDATION
PROVISIONING QUALIFICATIONS
7.1. Introduction
This section provides an overview of the cumulative national dropout and throughput for the
cohorts of students who are registered on qualifications which have been approved for
foundation provisioning. The curriculum of these qualifications have been extended over an
additional 6 months to a year. Using the methodology described in the first section of the
report, all first time entering South African undergraduate year students entering in the years
from 2012 through to 2017 are tracked. Although foundation provisioning was implemented in
2007 the indicator in HEMIS was only implemented in 2012 in order to assist with tracking
these students. Data for 2012 are not accurate and therefore excluded from this study. The
numbers of first time entering students are first presented, followed by cohort tables showing
the combined overall dropouts and graduates for the cohorts covered. In all cases the tables
show the combined contact and distance mode dropouts and throughputs.

7.2. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for students on foundation
provisioning programmes.
Table 71 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2013 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition on foundation provisioning
qualifications. It should be noted that UNISA does not have foundation provisioning
programmes.
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Table 71: National total % dropout and graduates for students who are on 3 and 4 year
foundation provisioning qualifications (contact and distance)

NATIONAL TOTAL: 3 & 4 Year Quals
Intake year
DROPOUTS (%)
(Year 1)
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
2013
18.8
22.9
26.2
24.7
25.6
2014
18.5
22.2
24.9
23.2
2015
15.8
19.7
22.5
2016
13.4
17.1
data not available
2017
11.7

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2014 (year 2) 18.8%
of the 2013 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2018
(year 6) 25.6% of the cohort had dropped out.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 1.0% for the 2013 cohort and after year 6 the throughput rate is 51.7%.
Data from the national 3 and 6 year degrees show that while there is a slight improvement in
the dropout rate for students on foundation provisioning qualifications, the throughput of these
students is considerable lower than that of the national cohort. The data for the national cohort
show that of the 2013 cohort 18.8% of the cohort dropped out in year 1, 24.6% in year 3,
24.2% in year 4, 24.9% in year 5 and 25.0% in year 6 and the throughput after year 3 was
17.7%, in year 4 it was 40.4%, in year 5 it was 52.9% and 59.9% in year 6. In comparison the
data show that for foundation provisioning qualifications of the 2013 cohort 18.8% of the cohort
dropped out in year 1, 22.9% in year 3, 26.2% in year 4, 24.7% in year 5 and 25.6% in year 6
and the throughput after year 3 was 1.0%, in year 4 it was 22.9%, in year 5 it was 40.9% and
in year 6 it was 51.7%.
Table 72 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2013 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 3 year undergraduate foundation provisioning degrees by
contact and distance tuition.
Table 72: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate 3 year
foundation provisioning qualifications (contact and distance tuition)
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NATIONAL TOTAL: 3 Year Qual
Intake year
DROPOUTS (%)
(Year 1)
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
2013
19.4
23.6
27.1
25.2
26.2
2014
19.2
23.0
25.8
23.6
2015
16.8
21.1
24.1
2016
13.9
17.6
data not available
2017
12.1

Intake year
(Year 1)
2013
2014
2015
2016

Year 3
1.1
2.1
6.7
2.3

GRADUATES (%)
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
24.8
41.7
51.9
25.3
42.2
30.3
data not available

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2014 (year 2) 19.4%
of the 2013 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2018
(year 6) 26.2% of the cohort had dropped out.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 1.1% for the 2013 cohort and after year 6 the throughput rate is 51.9%.
The data for the national cohort for 3 year qualifications (annexure B) show that of the 2013
cohort 19.9% of the cohort dropped out in year 1, 26.0% in year 3, 24.8% in year 4 and 25.5%
in years 5 and 6 and the throughput after year 3 was 23.8%, in year 4 it was 41.9%, in year 5
it was 53.0% and 59.2% in year 6. In comparison the data show that for foundation
provisioning qualifications of the 2013 cohort 19.4% of the cohort dropped out in year 1, 23.6%
in year 3, 27.1% in year 4, 25.2% in year 5 and 26.2% in year 6 and the throughput after year
3 was 1.1%, in year 4 it was 24.8%, in year 5 it was 41.7 and 51.9% in year 6.
Table 73 below shows the dropout and throughput rate of the 2013 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts for all 4 year undergraduate degrees by contact and distance tuition.
Table 73: National total % dropout and graduates for undergraduate 4 year foundation
provisioning degrees (contact and distance tuition)

NATIONAL TOTAL: 4 Year Qual
Intake year
DROPOUTS (%)
(Year 1)
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
2013
13.2
16.5
18.4
19.4
20.1
2014
12.6
15.0
17.3
19.5
2015
10.3
11.8
13.9
2016
10.7
14.1
data not available
2017
8.8
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Intake year
(Year 1)
2013
2014
2015

GRADUATES (%)
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
5.2
33.4
49.8
7.5
37.1
30.0 data not available

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2014 (year 2) 13.2%
of the 2013 first time entering cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and by 2018
(year 6) 20.1% of the cohort had dropped out.
The section of the table indicating graduates (%) shows the throughput rate in minimum time
as 5.2% for the 2013 cohort and after year 6 the throughput rate is 49.8%.
The data for the national cohort (annexure B) show that of the 2013 cohort 16.0% of the cohort
dropped out in year 1, 21.3% in year 3, 22.6% in year 4, 23.7% in year 5 and 23.8% in year 6
and the throughput after year 4 was 37.0%, in year 5 it was 52.0% and in year 6 it was 61.6%.
In comparison the data show that for foundation provisioning qualifications of the 2013 cohort
13.2% of the cohort dropped out in year 1, 16.5% in year 3, 18.4% in year 4, 19.4% in year 5
and 20.1% in year 6 and the throughput after year 4 was 5.2%, in year 5 it was 33.4% and
year 6 it was 49.8%.

7.3. Conclusion
The cohort studies above present an overview of the performance of students on
qualifications approved for foundation provisioning.
These qualifications are extended over 6 months to a year to provide students with additional
foundational support to succeed in their studies. Although the overall dropout and throughput
has improved over the years as has been reflected in the tables in this document the dropout
and throughput rate of students on these qualifications is not significantly different from those
reflected in earlier tables. This raises the question whether these qualifications were used as
an alternative access route rather than a teaching and learning support mechanism to ensure
success.
These cohort studies are limited because there is not sufficient data to see a full 10 year
picture as for the other studies. They also do not provide disaggregated data by mode of study
(contact and distance) and by population group and gender. Such work is necessary to really
identify the blockages to success and to ascertain effective interventions to work towards
improved success and efficiencies in the system. All institutions are encouraged to undertake
data analytic studies of their various student cohorts to identify ways of improving the
throughput in minimum time.
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8. CUMULATIVE NATIONAL DROPOUT AND THROUGHPUT
RATES FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE RECEIVED
FUNDING THROUGH THE NATIONAL STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID SCHEME (NSFAS)
8.1. Introduction
This section provides an overview of the cumulative national dropout and throughput for the
cohorts of students who have received funding from NSFAS from 2005 to 2017 in contact and
distance mode. Using the methodology described in the first section of the report, all first time
entering South African undergraduate year students entering in the years from 2005 through
to 2017 are tracked. The numbers of first time entering students are first presented, followed
by cohort tables showing the combined overall dropouts and graduates for the cohorts
covered. These are then disaggregated according to gender. In all cases the tables show the
combined contact and distance mode dropouts and throughputs.

8.2. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for students who received
DHET NSFAS funding.
Table 74 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received DHET funding
from NSFAS.
Table 74: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received DHET
NSFAS funding (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2006 (year 2) 16.0%
of the 2005 first time entering student cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and
by 2014 (year 10) 28.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time entering
student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight improvement with 14.1% of the first time
entering student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study but there has been a
slight improvement after year 10 with 22.2% of the first time entering student cohort having
dropped out.
The throughput rate (% of graduates) after 10 years for the 2005 and 2009 first time entering
cohort has improved from 63.0% to 69.7%. The difference between the dropouts and
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graduates in year 10 could be students still in progress but this cannot be determined until the
2019 audited data from universities are available.

8.3. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for students who received
DHET NSFAS funding by gender
Table 75 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate female cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received DHET
funding from NSFAS.

Table 75: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received DHET
NSFAS funding (contact and distance) – female students
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2006 (year 2) 14.7%
of the 2005 first time entering female student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2014 (year 10) 24.2% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2009 first time
entering female student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight improvement with 13.3%
of the first time entering female student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study
and after year 10 there is a more significant improvement with 19.0% of this cohort dropping
out.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been no improvement
in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2005 and 2009 cohorts; with the throughput
rate for both cohorts being 14%. Considering that this table includes qualifications with a
minimum duration of 3 and 4 years and that the MBChB for medical doctors has a duration of
6 years it is noted there has been a significant improvement in the throughput rate from 56.8%
of the 2005 cohort graduating after year 6 to 61.8% for the 2009 cohort and from 67% to 73.5%
after year 10 respectively.
Table 76 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate female cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received DHET
funding from NSFAS.
Table 76: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received DHET
NSFAS funding (contact and distance) – male students
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2018 academic year and onwards. 2018 data available October 2019
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In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2006 (year 2) 17.5%
of the 2005 first time entering male student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by 2014 (year 10) 32.8% of the cohort had dropped out. For the 2008 first time
entering male student cohort the dropout rate has shown a slight improvement after the 1st
year of study with 15.1% of the first time entering male student cohort having dropped out after
their first year of study and 26.3% of this cohort having dropped out after year 10.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been virtually no change
in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2005 and 2009 cohorts; from 12% to 12.7%.
Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of 3 and 4 years
and that the MBChB for medical doctors has a duration of 6 years it is noted there has been
also been an improvement in the throughput rate from 48.3% of the 2005 cohort graduating
after year 6 to 53.7% for the 2009 cohort and from 58.3% to 64.7% respectively after year 10
It is noted that in all the cohorts the performance of female and male students reflects the
systemic performance with female students outperforming the male students.

8.4. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for students who received
Thuthuka funding through NSFAS.
Table 77 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received Thuthuka
funding from NSFAS.

Table 77: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received Thuthuka
funding through NSFAS (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2006 (year 2) 1.9%
of the 2005 first time entering student cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and
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by year 6, 16.7% had dropped out of their studies and after year 10 17.6% of this cohort had
dropped out of their studies. For the 2009 first time entering student cohort the dropout rate
has shown an increase after the 1st year of study with 4.2% of the first time entering cohort
having dropped out after their first year of study but after year 10 there has been an
improvement over the 2005 cohort with 11.0% of the 2009 cohort having dropped out.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been an improvement
in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2005 and 2009 cohorts; from 29.6% to 36.0%.
Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of 3 and 4 years it
is noted that the throughput rate after year 6 was 72.2% and 79.8% respectively with a
significant improvement after year 10 from 75% to 84.6% respectively.

8.5. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for students who received
Thuthuka funding through NSFAS by gender.
Table 78 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate female cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received
Thuthuka funding from NSFAS.
Table 78: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received Thuthuka
funding through NSFAS (contact and distance) – female students
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2006 (year 2) 2.1%
of the 2005 first time entering female student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by years 6 and 10, 14.9% had dropped out of their studies. For the 2009 first time
entering female cohort the dropout rate has shown a increase after the 1st year of study with
4.2% of the first time entering female student cohort having dropped out after their first year
of study but a significant improvement after year 10 with the dropout rate at 7.3%.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been a significant
improvement in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2005 and 2009 cohorts; from
27.7% to 38.0%. Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of
3 and 4 years it is noted that the throughput rate improved to 80.9% and 83.3% for the 2005
and 2009 cohort respectively after year 6 and from 80.9% to 88.5% respectively after year 10.
Table 79 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate male cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received Thuthuka
funding from NSFAS.

Table 79: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received Thuthuka
funding through NSFAS (contact and distance) – male students
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2006 (year 2) 1.6%
of the 2005 first time entering male student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
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study and by years 6 and 10, 18.0% and 19.7% had dropped out of their studies respectively.
For the 2009 first time entering male cohort the dropout rate has increased after the 1st year
of study with 4.3% of the first time entering male student cohort having dropped out after their
first year of study and by year 10 there was improvement with 15.2% of the 2009 cohort had
dropped out of their studies.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been a slight
improvement in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2005 and 2009 cohorts; from
31.1% to 33.5%. Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of
3 and 4 years it is noted that the throughput rate improved significantly to 65.6% and 75.6%
for the 2005 and 2009 cohort respectively after year 6 and from 70.5% to 79.9% respectively
after year 10.

8.6. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for students who received
Funza Lushaka funding through NSFAS.
Table 80 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received Funza Lushaka
funding from NSFAS.
Table 80: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received Funza
Lushaka funding through NSFAS (contact and distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2004 (year 2) 20.0%
of the 2003 first time entering student cohort had dropped out after their first year of study and
by years 6 and 10, 23.8% and 12.3% had dropped out of their studies respectively. For the
2009 first time entering cohort the dropout rate has improved after the 1st year of study with
9.0% of the first time entering student cohort having dropped out after their first year of study
and by year 10 8.6% of the 2009 cohort had dropped out of their studies.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been a significant
improvement in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2003 and 2009 cohorts; from
22.2% to 57.2%. Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of
3 and 4 years it is noted that the throughput rate improved significantly to 50.5% and 79.0%
for the 2003 and 2009 cohort respectively after year 6 and from 71.3% to 86.8% respectively
after year 10.
The decline in the dropout rate for the outer years, in particular years 9 and 10 where data are
available could be as a result of students returning to complete their qualification. To
determine the exact cause requires further investigation.

8.7. Cumulative national dropout and throughput for students who received
Funza Lushaka funding from NSFAS by gender.
Table 81 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate female cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received Funza
Lushaka funding from NSFAS.
Table 81: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received Funza
Lushaka funding through NSFAS (contact and distance) – female students
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2004 (year 2) 21.5%
of the 2003 first time entering female student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by years 6 and 10, 26.5% and 12.9% had dropped out of their studies respectively.
For the 2009 first time entering cohort the dropout rate has improved after the 1st year of study
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with 7.9% of the first time entering female student cohort having dropped out after their first
year of study and by year 10 6.4% of the 2009 cohort had dropped out of their studies.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been a significant
improvement in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2003 and 2009 cohorts; from
23.0% to 61.4%. Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of
3 and 4 years it is noted that the throughput rate improved significantly to 48.6% and 82.3%
for the 2003 and 2009 cohort respectively after year 6 and from 70.7% to 89.7% respectively
after year 10.
Table 82 below shows the dropout and throughput rate for 2005 to 2017 first time entering
undergraduate male cohorts in contact and distance mode of tuition who received Funza
Lushaka funding from NSFAS.
Table 82: National total % dropout and graduates for students who received Funza
Lushaka funding through NSFAS (contact and distance) – male students
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

In the section of the table indicated as dropouts (%) it can be seen that in 2004 (year 2) 17.4%
of the 2003 first time entering male student cohort had dropped out after their first year of
study and by years 6 and 10, 23.0% and 11.2% had dropped out of their studies respectively.
For the 2009 first time entering cohort the dropout rate has improved after the 1st year of study
with 11.0% of the first time entering male student cohort having dropped out after their first
year of study and by year 10 13.0% of the 2009 cohort had dropped out of their studies.
In section of the table showing graduates (%) it is noted that there has been a significant
improvement in the throughput rate after year 3 between the 2003 and 2008 cohorts; from
20.8% to 49.1%. Considering that this table includes qualifications with a minimum duration of
3 and 4 years it is noted that the throughput rate improved significantly to 53.9% and 72.6%
for the 2003 and 2009 cohort respectively after year 6 and from 72.5% to 81.1% respectively
after year 10.

8.8. Conclusion
The cohort studies presented above provide a picture of the undergraduate dropouts and
throughputs for the 2005 to 2017 cohorts of South African Students in the public higher
education system who, at some point in time received either DHET NSFAS funding or
Thuthuka funding through NSFAS. When comparing the 2005 cohort to the 2009 (where ten
years of data is available) for students who received DHET NSFAS funding and the 2010
cohort where only 7 years of data is available, the overall throughput is better than that of the
systemic throughput rate with 69.7% of the 2008 cohort graduating after 10 years (61.1% for
the national cohort) and 67.2% (57.5% for the national cohort) of the 2011 cohort graduating
after 8 years. There has been a slight decline from the 2008 cohort for both the cohort receiving
NSFAS funding and the national cohort.
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This means that just over a third of the young people who enter undergraduate degrees and
at some point in time have received financial assistance (in either contact or distance mode of
tuition) never graduate. This is significantly better than the national cohort where just under a
half of all students never graduate which is a major challenge for the system as it not only is
costly in monetary terms, with the huge investment in subsidies that do not result in graduates,
but also in human terms as these young people leave the system without qualifications.
In comparing the dropouts and throughputs of the students who received DHET NSFAS
funding with the students who received Thuthuka funding, a stark difference is noted.
36.0% of the students in the 2009 cohort who received Thuthuka funding had graduated after
3 years of study, 79.8% after 6 years of study, and 84.6% after 10 years of study. In
comparison 58.3% of students in the 2009 cohort who received DHET NSFAS funding had
graduated after 6 years of study, and 69.7% after 10 years of study.
Further research and data analytics is required to better understand the factors influencing
these throughput rates. Student support systems need to be explored for students funded on
the DHET bursary scheme especially since the implementation of the expanded scheme in
2018.
The Student Development and Support Pilot Project is testing the viability and appropriateness
of a comprehensive student support model to ensure student success. The pilot is taking place
at 11 universities listed above and is linked to the piloting of a student funding model for
‘missing-middle’ students.
The pilot commenced in 2017 and is in its third year of implementation now (2019). It is funded
by the Department through the University Capacity Development Grant as one of the projects
under the University Capacity Development Programme (UCDP).
Universities were advised by the DHET to start working on plans regarding the inclusion of the
student support in the future UCDP plans to secure future funding and include student support
as a standard university offering. It was agreed that the student support activities specifically
those that involve psychosocial support to students are definitely needed. The outcome of the
project will be clear once the universities complete the pilot in December 2019.
It is anticipated that the pilot will result in lessons about student support for success that will
be able to be taken up more broadly in university student development systems and
processes. The pilot is still underway to determine focussed support for all students funded
through financial aid.
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9. ANALYSIS OF COHORT DATA AND CONCLUSION
9.1. Introduction
The White Paper for post-school education and training noted that as participation increases,
universities must also focus on improving student performance. A serious challenge for the
university sector has been improving access, success and throughput rates and this must
become a priority focus for national policy and institutions.8
To provide the skills required for South Africa’s economic development universities need to
ensure quality graduates from the system. This study does not address issues such as quality
of the graduates exiting the system and the reasons for student dropouts. It is a quantitative
exercise. Students may dropout or stop out for a wide variety of reasons including underpreparedness, financial difficulties, incorrect qualification choices, unresponsive teaching
and/or poor living conditions etc. Institutions must, if not already doing so, begin to use data
analytics to better understand their student dropout and throughput rates, and the reasons
impacting on them, in order to design interventions at the institutional level to improve
retention, and to enable graduation in minimum time and at the same time improve the quality
of their offerings. At a national level such analytics can point to areas of concern and weakness
in the system where national interventions may be necessary. A case in point is the big
difference in dropout and throughput rates for contact and distance programmes. Whilst this
is an institutional issue, it is also a national issue that may need national interventions.
This report covers the 2000 to 2017 first time entering cohort studies for undergraduate
diplomas and degrees with a duration of 3 years or more; that is diplomas and degrees with a
minimum study period of 3 years, and degrees with a minimum study period of four years and
more.
Section 2 of the report presented a combined national cohort study which shows the data for
all first time entering South African undergraduate student cohorts from 2000 to 2017 in all
qualification types in both contact and distance mode. The data is then disaggregated to show
the dropout and throughput rates for contact and distance modes for each cohort separately.
Sections 3, 4 and 5 present cohort studies that combine the distance and contact mode for
the 3 qualification types (i.e. 3 year diploma, 3 year degree, and 4 year (or more) degree). For
each qualification type the overall dropout and throughput rates are presented followed by the
data disaggregated by gender and then by population group and gender. In Section 6, cohort
studies for a number of specific qualifications and fields of study, including the 6 year MBChB
for medical doctors, are presented. Section 7, cohort studies for students on foundation
provisioning qualifications are presented. Finally, in Section 8, cohort studies for students who
have received DHET NSFAS funding, Thuthuka and Funza Lushaka funding through NSFAS,
are presented. For each funding type the overall dropout and throughput rates are presented
followed by the data disaggregated by gender.
In this final section of the report the data are considered as a whole and some conclusions
are drawn regarding areas of national concern where possible systemic interventions are
required to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the higher education sector. These also
8

DHET (2013) White Paper for Post-Education and Training: Building an expanded, effective and integrated post-school system. Pretoria:
Department of Higher Education and Training p. 31
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point to areas where institutions should consider their own data analytics and identify
institutional level interventions to improve the prospects of students entering their institutions
achieving successful graduation in a reasonable length of time.

9.2. Contact and distance mode
The cohort studies reveals in very stark terms that students entering into distance higher
education, while gaining access to higher education, have a very low chance of success. It is
acknowledged that students entering into distance education are most likely to be studying
part time, and therefore will take longer than the minimum time to complete the qualification.
Taking this into account ten years of data is required. The latest year for which 10 years of
data is available is 2009, therefore while the tables all show the cohort data up to the 2017
cohort, the 2009 cohort is taken as a point of comparison. Figure 1 below shows the dropouts
graphically for year 1 and year 10 of the 2000 and the 2009 cohorts.

Figure 1: Dropouts by contact and distance mode of learning from 2000 to 2009 (all
undergraduate qualification types)
Figure 1 shows that of the 2000 first time entering cohort after the first year of study 23.6% of
the students undertaking their programmes by contact mode of tuition drop out and after 10
years 42% have dropped out. In comparison the dropout rates for students undertaking their
tuition by distance mode is extremely high with 56.8% having dropped out after the first year
and 80.1% after year 10.
For the 2009 first time entering cohort there is an improvement in the dropout rates after the
first year of study and year 10 with 17.4% of the students in contact programmes having
dropped out and 35.9% of the distance students in their first year of study and 28.2% and
62.7% of contact and distance students having dropped out respectively after year 10.
While the dropout rate has improved (decreased) for both contact and distance studies, the
dropout rate for distance mode studies is unacceptably high. When comparing the throughput
of cohorts undertaking their studies in contact mode to those in distance mode it becomes
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apparent that students studying through distance education take a very long time to complete,
and the vast majority of them never complete their qualification before dropping out.
The graphical depiction of the national 2009 cohort study, which covers 10 years of data, is
shown below to illustrate the comparison between contact and distance tuition. Figure 2 shows
the % of dropouts, graduates and those assumed to be in progress for contact and distance
undergraduate diplomas and degrees. Figure 3 shows this information for contact tuition only
and Figure 4 for distance tuition only.

Figure 2: Dropout and Throughput for the 2009 first time entering cohort

Figure 3: Dropout and Throughput for the 2009 first time entering cohort (contact)
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Figure 4: Dropout and Throughput for the 2009 first time entering cohort (distance)
Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the vast difference in throughput between contact and distance
provision within South African higher education institutions. As can be seen after 10 years of
study only 26.7% of the 2009 cohort studying though distance tuition had graduated.
The extremely low throughput in distance tuition qualifications after 10 years of study is a
cause for grave concern, especially given that the proportion of enrolments in distance
education are high. In 2007 37.1% of the total undergraduate enrolments were in distance
education studies, and in 2018, 37% were in distance education studies.
Distance education and new open learning modes have been identified as a possible way to
enable growth in the higher education sector and to create greater access to post-secondary
studies at universities and technical and vocational education and training (TVET) colleges.
However, access without a reasonable chance of success is not productive for the individual
or the country. It will be important to understand the factors influencing the poor throughput
rate in distance education studies. Public distance education providers, particularly the
University of South Africa (Unisa), the largest distance education provider in the South African
public system, must undertake research to understand the underlying causes of the high
dropout rate and to identify interventions that must be implemented to improve it.

9.3. Equity
Equity is still a critical issue for the system. The data shows that Indian and White students
outperform their counterparts in all types of qualifications; 3 year diplomas, 3 year degrees
and 4 year (or more) degrees.
In 3 year diplomas the dropouts after the first year of study are as follows:



from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 42.3% to 23.4% in 2012 for African
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 43.0% to 25.0% in 2012 for Coloured
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 41.1% to 19.5% in 2012 for Indian
students;
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From 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 41.4% to 21.4% in 2012 for White
students.

In 3 year degrees the dropouts after the first year of study are as follows:




from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 28.6% to 18.7% in 2012 for African
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 27.4% to 19.3% in 2012 for Coloured
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 20.2% to 15.1% in 2012 for Indian
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 21.5% to 11.3% in 2012 for White
students.

In 4 year (or more) degrees the dropouts after the first year of study are as follows:




from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 25.7% to 19.5% in 2012 for African
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 23.4% to 15.5% in 2012 for Coloured
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 14.9% to 9.7% in 2012 for Indian
students;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 18.9% to 8.8% in 2012 for White
students.

Figure 5: Dropouts by race and qualification type from 2000 to 2012
For each population group and qualification type the first year dropout rate has improved
significantly between the 2000 and 2012 cohorts. While this is encouraging, the dropouts are
still far too high, especially for African and Coloured students. System wide and institutional
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interventions are required to identify students at risk much earlier and to support them to
succeed. This is a major transformation imperative for the system.

9.4. Gender
In terms of gender the data below shows that on the whole female students outperform their
male counterparts in all the 3 types of qualifications, that is, diplomas, 3 year degrees and 4
year (or more) degrees.
In 3 year diplomas the dropouts after the first year of study are as follows:




from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 40.1% to 22.7% and 44.7% to 24.2% in
2012 for African female and male students respectively;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 38.0% to 22.5% and 47.7% to 27.3% in
2012 for Coloured female and male students respectively;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 35.6% to 18.1% and 45.0% to 20.4% in
2012 for Indian female and male students respectively;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 36.4% to 17.9% and 44.9% to 23.6% in
2012 for White female and male students respectively;

In 3 year degrees the dropouts after the first year of study are as follows:




from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 27.8% to 17.4% and 29.6% to 20.5% in
2012 for African female and male students respectively;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 26.3% to 17.4% and 29.3% to 22.3% in
2012 for Coloured female and male students respectively;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 20.8% to 14.1% and 19.2% to 16.4% in
2012 for Indian female and male students respectively;
From 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 20.4% to 10.1% and 23.0% to 12.8%
in 2012 for White female and male students respectively.

In 4 year (or more) degrees the dropouts after the first year of study are as follows:




from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 24.2% to 19.2% and 27.4% to 20.0% in
2012 for African female and male students respectively;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 20.1% to 15.2% and 28.2% to 16.4% in
2012 for Coloured female and male students respectively;
from 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 13.9% to 10.0% and 16.2% to 9.1% in
2012 for Indian female and male students respectively;
From 2000 the dropout rate has improved from 18.5% to 8.4% and 19.3% to 9.6% in
2012 for White female and male students respectively.

Why are males performing at lower levels in the system, and what needs to be done to improve
their performance? This is another important question that research and data analytics must
help to answer.
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Figure 6: Dropouts by race, gender and qualification type from 2000 to 2012

9.5. Qualification type and field of study
Comparing the different qualification types, generally students in 3 year diploma studies have
the highest dropout rates and lowest throughput rates. Students in programmes requiring a
minimum of 4 years (or more) have the lowest dropout rates and highest throughput rates.
One of the major factors is the entry requirements for these qualifications. Degrees with a
minimum duration of four years (or more) normally require higher admission criteria than three
year diplomas or degrees, with most of them being designed as professional qualifications.
Students in the MBChB qualification perform the best out of all qualifications. Competition for
spaces in the MBChB is high, and student places are limited; universities therefore select the
best performing students from the schooling system for entry.
With respect to fields of study, business studies has the lowest performance (the highest
dropout rates, and the lowest throughputs). Institutions need to look carefully at their models
for undergraduate business education and consider whether or not they could achieve better
success in these areas. While business studies lags fairly far behind all the other fields of
study, institutions need to look carefully at their data and identify blockages and programmes
to improve student success.
It would be instructive to consider the data disaggregated by contact and distance mode, as
well as by population group and gender, to get a more fine grained view of the challenges in
each of the professional qualification types and across the fields of study.
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9.6. NSFAS
In terms of the two funding streams the data below shows that the students who have received
financial assistance as some point in time outperform the national cohort where not all student
receive financial assistance.
The dropout and throughput rates for the 2009 cohort are as follows:




for the national cohort, 31.3% and 61.1% respectively;
for the DHET NSFAS cohort, 22.2% and 69.7% respectively;
for the Thuthuka cohort, 11.0% and 84.6% respectively; and
for the Funza Lushaka cohort 8.6% and 86.8% respectively

Figure 7: Dropouts and Throughput for NSFAS - DHET funding, Thuthuka and Funza
Lushaka funding for 2009

9.7. Conclusion
This report has provided comprehensive 2000 to 2017 first time entering undergraduate cohort
studies of South African students within the public higher education system.
The report has shown that there is a marked difference in the dropout and throughput rates in
contact and distance education, and highlighted the need for further research to properly
understand the reasons behind the very poor chances of success for students registered on
distance education programmes. It is critical that further research and data analytics are
undertaken to identify possible interventions, especially if it is contemplated that distance
education and open learning could be utilised to grow enrolments in the system in line with
the requirements of the National Development Plan. It is imperative that access to higher
education is matched with a reasonable chance of success. Currently distance education is
failing dismally and while access has increased dramatically though these enrolments, the
chances of success are minimal with only 26.7% of students in the 2009 undergraduate cohort
in distance education programmes graduating after 10 years of study.
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Transformation imperatives in the system are also challenged by the differential success
according to population groups, with African and Coloured students fairing very poorly when
compared to their Indian and White counterparts. While all students need to improve their
throughput rates in minimum time, support for African and Coloured students to improve their
performance is a critical equity issue.
In addition another issue highlighted in these cohort studies is the differential performance by
gender, with female students outperforming male students in all undergraduate cohort studies.
Further research needs to be undertaken to understand why male students are not performing
as well as female students.
All institutions need to invest in data analytics to better understand their student dropout and
throughput rates by population group and gender. They need to identify productive
interventions to improve the efficiency of the higher education system. As a country we cannot
afford to waste the human potential, nor to invest so much in our youth with such low chances
of graduating successfully.
While it can be seen that there has been improvement in most instances in the dropout and
throughput rates, a lot more needs to be done to ensure equal opportunities for success
regardless of race, class, gender, language, disability and cultural background.9
It should be noted that a number of interventions have been implemented by the Department
and other role-players to address the high dropout and low throughput rates in recent years.
These interventions range from:







increased NSFAS funding;
significant investments in infrastructure, including student housing;
foundation provision to enable extended programmes;
teaching development grants (phased out December 2017) directed towards activities
to enhance student success, for example the first year experience programmes
implemented by many universities; academic development programmes and tutorial
and mentoring programmes;10
the University Capacity Development Grant (UCDG).

The Department is in the process of developing the Extended Curriculum Programme policy.
Currently the assessment of foundation provisioning is very quantitative and a more qualitative
assessment of these qualifications is required in order to determine to what extent they are
impacting on student success or whether, as anecdotal evidence seems to suggest, these
qualifications are being used as an alternative access route. The data show that the dropout
rate for first years has improved significantly since 2000 but a lot still needs to be done to
ensure that students graduate in minimum time or at least minimum time + 2.
The implementation of the University Capacity Development Programme (UCDP) will ensure
the effective management and utilization of the UCDG which intends to develop the capacity
of students, academics, managers and leaders to be more successful in the system11. Section
9

2nd National Higher Education Summit 15-17 October 2015 Annexure 3, Are we making progress with systemic structural transformation
of resourcing, access, success, staffing and researching in higher education: What do the data say?, page 21
10 nd
2 National Higher Education Summit 15-17 October 2015 Annexure 3, Are we making progress with systemic structural transformation
of resourcing, access, success, staffing and researching in higher education: What do the data say?, page 19
11
Ministerial Statement on the Implementation of the University Capacity Development Programme through Effective Management and
Utilisation of the University Capacity Development Grant 2018-2020, page 8
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4 of the Ministerial Statement on the Implementation of the University Capacity Development
Programme through Effective Management and Utilisation of the University Capacity
Development grant 2018 – 2020 deals with the view of student development. In 4.8 of this
section it notes a number of student support initiatives that universities have in place to
contribute to improved student success and lists examples such as First Year Experience
Programmes, Tutoring and Mentoring Programmes, Extended Programmes (Foundation
Provision), Supplementary Instruction Programmes, Psycho-Social Support Programmes, Life
Skills Programmes and Academic Development programmes. It is expected that with the
implementation of UCDP more initiatives will be developed and tested12.
Nevertheless, these interventions on their own will not bear fruit if their implementation is not
based on evidence, and if the impact of these interventions are not carefully monitored. The
Ministerial Statement on the UCDP states that all universities need to have the capability to
undertake data analytics which will enable them to analyse, plan and predict from quantitative
and qualitative data13. This will enable universities to identify the key risk factors in their student
populations, and to design interventions that are targeted at ensuring better course choices
and support for students entering into their programmes. At a national level, cohort studies
such as this one, must be utilised to identify systemic challenges and to find, together with
institutions, solutions that can assist with improving the chances of success of students
entering higher education studies. This is the true meaning of transformation – when all
students entering the system have a reasonable chance of success and access to powerful
forms of knowledge and practices that will enable them to enter the productive economy and
improve their life chances and that of their families.

12

Ministerial Statement on the Implementation of the University Capacity Development Programme through Effective Management and
Utilisation of the University Capacity Development Grant 2018-2020, 4.8 page 11
13
Ministerial Statement on the Implementation of the University Capacity Development Programme through Effective Management and
Utilisation of the University Capacity Development Grant 2018-2020, 4.4 page 11
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ANNEXURE A
Table 83: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
female students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 84: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
female students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 85: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
male students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 85: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
male students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 86: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
African students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 87: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
African students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 88: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Coloured students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 90: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Coloured students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 89: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Indian students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 90: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
Indian students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 91: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
White students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 92: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate diplomas:
White students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 93 : National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
female students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 94 : National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
female students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 97: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
male students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 95 : National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
male students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 96: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
African students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 97: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
African students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 101: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Coloured students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 102: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Coloured students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 98: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Indian students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 99: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
Indian students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 105: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
White students (Contact)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 106: National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate degrees:
White students (Distance)

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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Table 100: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
female students (Contact)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 101: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
female students (Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 109: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
male students (Contact)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 110: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
male students (Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 111: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
African students (Contact)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 112: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
African students (Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 113: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
Coloured students (Contact)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 114: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
Coloured students (Distance)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 202

Table 102: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
Indian students (Contact)
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Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 103: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
Indian students (Distance)
199

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 117: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
White students (Contact)
200

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 118: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate degrees:
White students (Distance)
201

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

ANNEXURE B
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Table 104 : National total % dropout and graduates for 3 year undergraduate
qualifications (contact and distance tuition)

Note: 3 year qual combined is the 3 year diploma and 3 year undergraduate degree

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020

Table 105: National total % dropout and graduates for 4 year undergraduate
qualifications (contact and distance tuition)
203

Note: Data not available - requires data from 2019 academic year and onwards. 2019 data available October 2020
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